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Troops take South Sandwich Island

Weekend assault completes
British recapture of Falklands
By The Associated Press
Britain says its troops retook
the frigid South Sandwich Islands,
snaring 11 Argentine soldiers and
completing Britain's recapture of
its Falkland Islands colony.
The weekend assault on the
Falklands' dependency came as
Argentina's generals haggled
over who will be the next president following their country's
defeat in the undeclared South
Atlantic war.
A British Defense Ministry
statement today said troops captured 10 Argentine naval personnel and one airman on remote
Thule Island, 1,200 miles
southeast of the Falklands, near
Antarctica. It said there were no
Argentine civilians on the island.
Argentina had said earlier there
were 10 unarmed scientists at an
Argentine naval weather station
on the island.

Argentina's ruling military junta earlier accused Britain of
"colonialist aggression" for an
alleged helicopter attack on the
station Saturday.
"Initial reports suggest that no
fighting took place" when British
forces reclaimed the island, London said today.
A communique said a British
reconnaissance party landed
Saturday and the Argentines surrendered the next day. Argentina
had claimed British helicopters
poured machine gun-fire on the
weather station before landing
troops.
London contends Argentines
have been living without British
permission on Thule since 1976.
Argentina says Britain agreed in
1977 to let the weather station
operate on the barren South Sandwich Island.
In Buenos Aires, meanwhile, a
sharply divided junta, represen-

Israeli artillery attacks
cause heavy casualties
By The Associated Press
Israeli artillery and warships
blasted beleaguered -Palestinian
guerrillas in Moslem west Beirut
from three sides today today, and
Lebanon's state radio said shells
slammed into residential
neighborhoods causing heavy
casualties.
Israeli tanks and artillery
pounded the city from the hills
south and east of the city while
naval guns fired into the Palestinian enclaves from the west.
Guerrillas fired guns in the air
to cordon off large sections of the
Lebanese capital's Corniche
Mazraa Boulevard, where several

Local Jaycees
distribute
excess cheese
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees gave away approximately 3,000 pounds of commodity
American cheese Saturday to
county residents as a community
project.
According to Ken Asher, Jaycee
administrative vice president, the
Jaycees have a verbal agreement
with the state Department of
Agriculture for "a much bigger
shipment" of the cheese sometime
in late July or early August.
The cheese is distributed according to total family income.
Jaycees began distributing the
cheese at 9 a.m. until they ran out
at 12:30. Asher said it has not been
determined how many families
were served Saturday.
The public will be notified in advance of the next shipment of
cheese, he added.
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Today, mostly sunny. Highs
in the low 80s. West winds
around 10 mph. Tonight, mostly
clear and cool. Lows in the mid
to upper 50s. Light winds.
Tuesday, mostly sunny with
highs near 80. Light winds.
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buildings were reported hit. Fire
engines and ambulances raced into stricken neighborhoods abutting the mid-city highway and
clouds of thick smoke spread over
the area.
Leftist-controlled radio stations
said casualties were heavy in the
Corniche Mazraa neighborhood
and in the plush seaside residen(Continued On Page 2)

ting the three military services,
resumes its closed-door debate today to choose a new president.
The army, navy and air force
commanders met for about four
hours Sunday but failed to reach
agreement on a successor to
former President Leopoldo
Galtieri, the army chief who was
forced by his fellow generals to
resign Thursday because of
Argentina's humiliating loss in the
Falklands.
The interior minister, Gen.
Alfredo Saint Jean, has been aeting chief of state — the junta
never has referred to him as
"president" — since Friday.

Attorney warns
residents about
tank cleaners
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker is warning county
residents to be on the lookout for
three Tennessee men in a pickup
truck who clean septic tanks at
higher-than-normal rates.
Parker said the job normally
costs under $100 and the men have
charged $525 and $300 in two different instances in the county.
An investigation into the incidents is continuing and Parker
is preparing to ask the court for
warrants for the men's arrests.
The county attorney advised
residents to use caution if approached by the men.

Phone service in city
has 80th anniversary
Murray marks the 80th anniversary of telephone service in the
Murray community this year, according to Marvin Orgill, district
manager,South Central Bell.
"According to our earliest records, telephone service began in
Murray in June 1902. There were only 79 phones in operation," Orgill
said."Today there are 17,081.
"Murray's telephone system was one of the earliest established in
Kentucky, starting just 16 years after the first telephone service
came to Kentucky," he said.
Recent South Central Bell construction projects in the area include: underground cable on South 6th Street, completion of cable
relief for 12th Street and Highway 641 North and relocation of cable
necessitated by highway construction on Highway 94 East.
South Central Bell will spend $182,400 on construction in the area
this year, Orgill said.

Lady Diana enters
early stage oflabor
LONDON (AP) — With Prince
Charles at her side, Princess
Diana entered London's St.
Mary's Hospital today "in the early stages of labor," Buckingham
Palace announced.
A brief announcement said the
pregnant princess was admitted
to the hospital between 5 a.m. and
6 a.m. — midnight and 1 a.m.
EDT.
A palace spokesman later said it
could be "many hours" before
there was further news of her progress in labor but he said there
was no cause for concern, adding:
"The Princess of Wales is in the
best of health."
It wgs not known whether
Prince Charles would be in the
delivery room, but the 33-year-old
heir to the British throne was said
to have wanted to attend the birth.
The 20-year-old princess, expecting the couple's first baby, was
admitted to the same hospital in
London's Paddington district,
where Princess Anne, her sisterin-law, had her two children.
Press reports had said Diana
wanted to have her baby in a
hospital while Queen Elizabeth II
had preferred Buckingham
Palace for the birth. All three of
the queen's children were born at
the palace.
The princess, whotse marriage
to Charles in St. Paul's-Cathedral,
July 29, 1981, was watched by
millions on worldwide television,
had remained in the public eye up
to last week.

The royal couple is paying the
equivalent of $220 a day for the 12foot by 12-foot private room in the
five-story hospital.
Diana had said earlier in the
year that her doctor had given her
a due date of July 1, her birthday.
Whether the baby is a boy or
girl, it will be second in the line of
succession to the British throne,
after Charles. But a first-born girl
would be pushed down the line if
she later had a brother.

FESTIVAL — The Land Between The Lakes was crowded with buyers and browsers at the arts and crafts
festival this weekend,sponsored by TVA and the Murray Art Guild.(See related photos on Page 2.)

Local superintendents to speak
on arts instruction in schools
From Staff, AP Reports
FRANKFORT — A state education official has defended a proposal that music and art each be
taught two hours a week in
elementary schools.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, head of
the Department of Education's
bureau of instruction, said the
idea isn't to reduce the amount of
arts (art, music and drama) instruction, but to allow school
districts the freedom to integrate
such instruction into regular
classwork.
Hunter, a former dean at Murray State University, said that
criticism of the plan "sort of
paints the Department of Education as the bad guys in reducing
arts instruction."

"In fact, when you compare this
with the standards that are in effect now, (instruction) is
significantly increased," he said.
Local school superintendents
Robert Glin Jeffrey and Jack
Rose will address the state department of education officials Tuesday concerning arts instruction.
Both agreed the key to the proposal is integration. Jeffrey said
forms of the arts can be taught in
regular classroom curriculum
with little problems. Because of
declining funds in some school
districts, this could be a benefit,
he added.
Rose said integration will allow
for more flexibility in emphasizing arts in phases of regular
classroom activities.

Kentucky Citizens for the Arts,
a non-profit organization, objects
to the proposal on grounds that its
implementation will serve to
weaken arts instruction.
Indications are the state Board
of Education will go along when
state Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber introduces the plan on Tuesday.
The proposal also calls for instruction in the subjects to be
reduced to 75 minutes a week from
two hours in middle schools.
Hunter said that elementary
teachers have told him that it
"doesn't make any sense to say
that we've got to have a specific
period of time set aside for art and
music," but should instead have
the freedom to work that instruction into the regular schedule.

Jury deliberates for fourth day
hours Sunday before U.S. District
By LARRY MARGASAK
Judge Barrington D. Parker let
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jurors them adjourn shortly after 3 p.m.
in John W. Hinckley Jr.'s trial are to have a Father's Day dinner.
returning for a fourth day of The jury, which got the case Frideliberations to the same wood- day, had deliberated a total of 16
paneled courtroom where they hours through Sunday.
Since Thursday, the jurors have
heard weeks of conflicting
testimony on the presidential 'been isolated in a motel in nearby
Alexandria, Va., to prevent any
assailant's sanity.
The jurors are meeting again to- outside contact or unauthorized
day to discuss whether the 27- discussion of the case while they
year-old defendant was insane are trying to reach a verdict.
But Parker allowed the jurors to
when he shot President Reagan
and three other men outside a have dinner Sunday night with imWashington hotel on March 30, mediate family members, or an
acquaintance, for not more than
1981.
Hinckley has acknowledged PI hours at a restaurant chosen
shooting the men, but has pleaded by U.S. Marshal J. Jerome
Bullock.
innocent by reason of insanity.
Deputy marshals were inThe jury of seven women and
five men deliberated nearly five structed to listen in on 'conversa-

tions to prevent discussion of the
Hinckley case.
The Sunday session brought
scores of reporters to the gray,
stone federal courthouse that is
normally deserted on weekends.
Four of the jurors went to Protestant services before they were
driven to the courthouse with the
others in mid-morning.
Because of the short day, they
ate sandwiches- and potato salad
in the courtroom. They did not
send out any notes, the only way
they can communicate with
Parker.
Hinckley's parents. who
regularly visit their son in his
basement cell seven floors below
the courtroom, were not seen at
the courthouse during the day
Sunday.

Interest rates defy optimism of Reagan
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — "The
quickest way to get interest rates
down is for Congress to prove that
it will attempt to reduce government spending — in other words,
to pass that budget that has
already been passed out of the
Senate Budget Committee."
So said President Reagan, May
13, 1982. He said it again, just two
weeks ago, at the Palace of Versailles.
On March 30, Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan said
that if Congress and the White
House "can come up with a deficit
of approximately $90 billion, I
think interest rates will come
dOwil sharply" by September: —
As Reagan and Regan saw it,
congressional approval of a cornpromise budget would trigger a
rapid drop in interest rates.

But a funny thing has happened
on the way to a lower-defict agreement. Interest rates are creeping
up.
Regan's reasoning was that the
smaller deficits would reduce the
government's borrowing needs,
thereby reducing lender fears that
the government would drive up
the price of loans by absorbing so
much of the available credit.
The House and Senate have
passed separate versions of a
budget plan, and House-Senate
negotiators have"cbme up with a
compromise outline of spending "I
cuts, tax increases Ind number
manipulations that would chop the
projected deficit from $181 billion
to $104 biNton. A final vote by the
full Congress is expected this
week.
Last Thursday,as House-Senate
negotiators reached agreement on

V440,-)VM.ie.*'

a budget compromise, interest wrong to link the current trend of
rates went up and the stock interest rates to a budget that does
market dropped.
not go into effect until October,
Rates on short-term Treasury when fiscal 1983 begins. There are
bills have risen nearly a full a lot of reasons for interest rates
percentage point since late May to staying up, but next year's deficit
about 12.5 percent, which is where is not at the top of these
they were in late February. economists'lists.
Several banks that had lowered
their prime lending rate to 16 perThey say interest rates are high
cent in late May have since because the Federal Reserve, the
returned to the industry-wide nation's central bank, is keeping
average of 16.5 percent. Last credit tight to fight inflation;
week, average rates on a new because companies weakened by
issue of two-year Treasury notes the recession are borrowing
jumped to a four-month high of money at an unprecedented clip to
14.43 percent, up from 13.77 per- stay alive; because a record $100
cent in May.
billion ',deficit for the current
'Now, Regan says a budge} budget year will force the governagreement will bring only a ment to borrow an enormous
modest declinein interestrates by --- amount ormotter and because an
the end of the year.
expected recovery later this year
What went wrong?
will bring new loan demands from
A number of private economists businesses looking to expand and
think • the administration was consumers looking to buy again.
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Israeli...

Labor Day festival
plans move to LBL
from Kenlake Park

ARTS AND CRAFTS — (Top left photo) Several hand puppets
were available for sale by B and B Crafts of Murray at the arts and
crafts festival. (Top right photo) Country music fans crowded the
stage area to hear fiddlers in the Devil's Elbow Fiddlers' Contest.
(Bottom right photo) Crafts collectors looked at some of the works of
Terry Hansen of Murray.

U.S. is wary of Israelis' peace proposal
WASHINGTON 1AP — The
Reagan administration is reacting
warily to Israeli proposals for the
United States to join an international peacekeeping force in
Lebanon to protect Israel from
terrorist attacks.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger also has voiced the
administration's first specific
criticism of Israel's June 6 invasion of Lebanon,saying thousands
of innocent people have been 'killed and injured, and hundreds of
thousands made homeless, by
Israel's "unilateral resort to
military force."
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin was expected to
push the idea of U.S. participation
in an international force in
Lebanon in a meeting with President Reagan at the White House

(Continued From Page 1)
tial quarter of Ramlet al-Bakla,
Earlier, Lebanese sources said
where guerrillas were employing 'Christian and PLO gunners apSoviet-designed multiple rocket peared to be shelling each other
launchers.
without Israeli involvement along
It was not clear whether the battle lines around southern
latest blitz signaled an all-out Beirut's sprawling Burj el Baraassault on Palestine Liberation jneh refugee slums.
Organization bunkers in a 10An artillery shell slammed into
square-mile area of mostly a building near the foreign press
Moslem west Beirut, all that re- center in west Beirut, wounding at
mains under the guerrilla group's least 11 people and igniting
control since Israel's June 6 inva- several fires in a bombardment
sion.
blamed on Israeli gunners.
The PLO said its teeming camps
War correspondents said one
on the southern flank of the shell exploded half a block from
Lebanese capital were the target the Soviet Embassy, and another
of "indiscriminate bombard- tore into an apartment building
ment" and claimed PLO-run next to The Associated Press
hospitals sustained direct hits as bureau and half a block from the
the nightlong duels flared without international press center in west
letup past midday.
Beirut's Commodore Hotel. None
The state radio said Beirut's of the more than 200 foreign jourparalyzed airport and nearby nalists,.photographers and televiPLO and Syrian positions were sion crews covering the Lebanese
blasted by Israeli military and crisis was injured.
naval shelling and advised west
Lebanon's state and privately
Beirut's 600,000 inhabitants to owned radio stations said the shell
seek shelter in basements.
that exploded near the ComIn Tel Aviv, the military com- modore was one of several that hit
mand reported Israeli gunners ex- buildings around the nerve center
changed artillery fire with PLO of the PLO.They said the blitz was
guerrillas in Beirut's southern one of the heaviest since invading
slums shortly after midnight, but Israeli forces and their Lebanese
gave no details. Israel radio Christian allies laid seige to the
reported guerrillas earlier PLO enclaves in the capital eight
rocketed Israeli positions near days ago.
Beirut airport, south of the
In Washington, Israeli Prime
Lebanese capital.
Minister Menachem Begin was to
meet today with President
Reagan and was expected to ask
for U.S. participation in an international peace-keeping force in
Lebanon following an Israeli
pullout. Washington has reacted
warily to the idea.
PLO chief Yasser Arafat and his
The Labor Day Arts and Crafts 6,000 guerrilla fighters trapped in
Festival in Western Kentucky will the west Beirut enclaves have prohave a new home this year. It will mised a bloody last stand if Israeli
move from Kenlake State Park in
or Christian forces attack. HunAurora to the Fenton Activites dreds of panicky west Beirut
Area in Land Between The Lakes. residents have fled the area, seekThe new site is just a mile from
ing shelter in Christian east Beirut
Kenlake, across the Eggners and Israeli-held southern
Ferry Bridge on Highway 68.
Lebanon.
According to Kentucky's
The Israelis have pledged to
Western Waterland" executive
honor a cease-fire with the PLO
secretary Nita Ewing, there are
unless directly fired upon. On Sunseveral advantages to the new
day, sporadic shelling crisslocation. The site is visible to
crossed Beirut's paralyzed airport
Highway 68, the land is level and
at the southernmost edge of the
shaded, and parking space will be
PLO's remaining positions.
more than sufficient. Parking has
.always been severely limited at
Kenlake State Park, and the new
location should solve the problem_
Registration is now under way
for artists and craftspersons who
want to participate in this annual
Murray police are investigating
festival, which drew 120 exhibitors
and more than 18,000 visitors last a burglary at Murray-Calloway
year. Festival regulations require County Park, according to Police
that all items on display must be Det. Charles Peeler.
The break-in was discovered
handcrafted by the exhibitor.
morning, and probably
Saturday
Persons who want to participate
in the Sep. 4 and 5 event should occurred Friday night, according
call (502) 362-4282, or write to Peeler. Entry was made by pryK.W.W., Route 1, Grand Rivers, ing the lock off the south door of
Ky. 42045 to request information the equipment storage barn. A
and registration form. Exhibit fee number of tools were discovered
is ;18, and early registration is missing.
The investigation is continuing.
suggested.

today.
"If the United States is willing
to participate, we shall accept it
willingly," Begin said in an appearance Sunday on the CBS
-Face" the 4.biation" program.
Israel's defense minister, Ariel
Sharon, has said Israel wants a
major U.S. presence in the force.
But Begin said if Washington
won't participate, the force could
be made up of units from other nations. His wants it to patrol a 25mile strip of land in southern
Lebanon north of the Israeli
border to bar terrorist attacks
across the border.
In his meeting with Reagan,
Begin is expected to provide a personal explanation for Israel's invasion into Lebanon. Reagan is
expected to seek from Begin a
timetable for an Israeli

withdrawal from Lebanon.
Weinberger said Sunday that
Reagan was reviewing U.S.
Mideast policy, including possible
participation in a peacekeeping
force in Lebanon.
-But there will have to be a
great many terms and conditions
that have not yet been suggested
before I think any of us would
favor putting United States troops
into this kind of situation,"
Weinberger said in an appearance
on the ABC-TV program, "This
Week with David Brinkley."
In criticizing Israel's invasion of
Lebanon, Weinberger said,
-There are thousands of people
who have been killed and wounded
now in Lebanon who had nothing
whatever to do with any side of
this conflict."
He said the invasion was "a
resort to military force of a kind

that we always have deplored,"
and said it has hurt U.S. interests
in the Arab world.
"It is exactly the same thing we
condemned in the Argentine," he
said referring to Argentina's unsuccessful invasion of the
Falkland Islands.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. and other administration
officials_ had previously gone out
of their way 'to --mid crititteng
Israel, -leading to widespread
speculation that the administration tacitly approved of the invasion.
Begin said Israel is doing the
free world "a great service" by
crushing the Palestine Liberation
Organization in Lebanon. He said
Lebanon was becoming "a Soviet
base for the whole of the Middle
East."
Begin also said Israel's troops
might remain in Lebanon up to
seven weeks or longer, depending
on how long it takes to make sure
"the scourge of terrorism" is
stamped out.

Police report
park break-in
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WORK SCHEDULED — Restoration of a mid-1800's cabin for the Homplace 1050's is expected to begin
soon. Land Between The Lakes officials expect the work to be completed by September.
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Hornplace gets cabin
AURORA, Ky.(AP) — A piece
of frontier history will once again
be available for inspection by
Kentucky residents as workers
complete renovation of an 1850s
log cabin.
The cabin came a long way,and
the move was not a simple process.
The Land Between the Lakes
Homeplace was picked up at its
former resting place near Parsons, Tenn., and was ferried up
the Tennessee River on a barge.
Then it was trucked last week to
its present location near the old
fentific-ommunitj irthe &Act
end of Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
The Homeplace is a historic
reconstruction of an 18.50s farm.
The Tennessee cabin will serve as
a replacement for the LBL cabin

which burned in April.
It took several hours to move
the cabin from the Army Corps of
Engineers' barge,and a crane had
to be used to lift the back end of
the old cabin as it was moved onto
land.
"This is one of the best examples of inter-agency cooperation that I have ever seen," said
Scott Seiber, supervisor of publie
services at LBL."A lot of red tape
had to be cut to mike this move."
If the move had not been approved so quickly, Seiber said, it
was likely that a replacement probably Wouldn't hive been In place
by next year.
Renovation of the cabin will
begin immediately.
"It has to be finished by
September," said Phil McKnelly,

chief of recreation and environmental education at LBL.
The process will include
replacement of rotten logs, reducing the size of some windows, putting a shingle roof in place and
building a porch and a kitchen on
the back.
Leon Rhodes, acting director of
the Tennessee National Wildlife
Refuge at Paris, Tenn., where the
cabin had been located, said it has
to be an excellent structure to
have lasted about 130 years.
"The logs-are really in excellent
shape," Rhodes said. Several of
tags are 454eet
the
long.,
The condition and style of the
cabin were two of the prime factors why it was chosen for the LBL
site, he said.
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Flog Day
should be
for everyone
June 14 was Flag Day, a national observance in
memory of the 1777 day when the Continental Congress adopted the Stars and Stripes as this nation's
official flag. With many schools now emptied for
summer vacations, the significance of Flag Day is
perhaps best known in Pennsylvania — the only
state to celebrate it as a legal holiday.
Flag Day was first officially observed on the
centennial of the flag selection in 1877, and New
York became the first state to annually celebrate
the occasion in 1897 (though it now separately
marks Flag Day on June 10.) It was not until just
before World War I that President Wilson proclaimed Flag Day an annual national celebration.
In recent years, Flag Day has become a lowkeyed affair. The Stars and Stripes are flown outside many businesses and homes, in addition to
public buildings, though not, it seems, with the
same fervor as on the Fourth of July. In schools that
remain open, there may be public discussion of the
meaning of the flag, and some patriotic organizations hold parties.
Perhaps if Flag Day were a holiday everywhere
there might be more flag waving on the day. But
there are other positive and more productive ways
to honor this symbol of freedom than a half-way
break between Memorial Day and July 4th.
Since 1970, The American Historic and Cultural
Society has made Flag Day the beginning of its "21Day Salute to Honor America" program. It
climaxes with, of course,Independence Day.
The Organization was formed to increase
American awareness of our cultural heritage; to
Honor America it publicizes historical highlights
for a three-week period. That is as proper a way to
observe significant events in our nation's founding
as say, the big Bicentennial bash of a few years ago
or the picnicking and fireworks many are looking
forward to next month.
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perspective
Miirray Ledger & Times

inside report

by rowlond evons and robert novait

Reagan communicates well in Europe
BONN — President Reagan laid
claim to the confidence of selfindulgent West Germany at the
NATO summit here by a tour de force
of Reagan charm and public relations, but the price he paid may prove costly to his strategy for Western
action against the Soviet Union.
He took the advice of Helmut
Schmidt and the beleaguered
chancellor's leading political aides
and sublimated tough talk on the
arms race to soft talk on what is called here the "influence race." That is
the race to undermine dangerous
anti-American peace movements by
surpassing Soviet peace propaganda,
thereby restoring to the U.S. the influence it must have to reassert
alliance leadership.
On that level of public relations
("you invented PR, remember?" a
Schmidt confidant told us) the president's Grand Tour and summit
display proved that he can corn', municate in Europe as well as
Peoria."His vocabulary and conduct
were exactly right," confided a top
hard-liner in the opposition Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) who fears
the political power of the peace
movement. That seemed true enough

(even though Reagan never once
allowed himself to utter the forbidden word "detente").
But therein lies the rub. When it
came down to the nitty-gritty of the
NATO communique, Schmidt would
not budge from his insistence on including "genuine detente" as
NATO's purpose. That frees Schmidt
to continue playing the detente game
with the Soviet bloc despite a battle
by the U.S. to expunge "detente"
when the communique was written
two weeks ago.
Seeking to minimize that loss,
Reagan aides here were bragging
half-heartedly over their miserly
achievement in preventing a return
to an older definition of NATO's purpose as equally split between
"defense" and "detente," as
Schmidt wanted.
The paucity of Reagan's success in
gaining concessions from Schmidt
and other NATO chiefs, notably
Canada's Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau,had been bluntly previewed
at the Versailles quagmire of the
economic summit. Clinging to their
dubious claim that the West German
government gives no assistance to

commercial bank credits for the
Soviet bloc, the Germans — backed
by the French who openly subsidize
Soviet bloc credits — flatly rejected
Reagan's credit squeeze on the
Soviets. That was to have been
Reagan's Stage H in the West's campaign to force Soviet concessions for
Poland, following last December's
sanctions.
The signal that Reagan will confront new alliance problems on this
front came quickly: a public statement by Schmidt that he was happy
the U.S. could not force Western
Europe into economic warfare with
the Soviets.
The NATO communique did contain pleasant mood music on
strengthening conventional forces
and paying closer attention to
restricting "technology" to the Warsaw Pact. But one other novelty —
extending NATO's interest to "other
regions" of the world such as the Persian Gulf — was immediately ruled
out by Schmidt for West Germany.
The insubstantial quality of these
gains for the very heart of Reagan's
anti-Soviet strategy shadows the
future between the U.S. and West
Germany, NATO's European anchor.
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Missing kids
are problem
nationwide
An Associated Press story published recently told
about a boy, perhaps 13 or even as old as 17, who
was killed in Durango, Colo.
The youth was attempting to cross the highway in
misty rain. He ran into a pickup truck. He was
thrown back against the curb,dying there.
The Durango police worked diligently, following
meager leads, to identify him. Results added to
zero. The town took up a collection and purchased a
gravestone. It reads, "Durango's Unknown
Traveler."
The boy who died in Durango was one of 1.8
million children who disappear each year in the
United States. Most all are found quickly and
returned to their homes, but 50,000 a year remain
unaccounted for.
That is a heavy statistic loaded with lingering
heartbreak for thousands of families. And it seems
most unnecessary. In this age of computers and
sophisticated investigative procedures it would
seem we could do a much better job of keeping
track of our children.
One answer may lie in the Federal Bureau of Investigation files. The bureau's Crime Information
Center computers hold 9.6 million records, but less
than three-tenths of 1 percent of the center's capacity is used for missing person statistics. The FBI has
no separate category for missing children.
At the present time, Congress has a bill which
would authorize the FBI to compile information and
help local, state and federal officials search for
missing children and to identify unclaimed bodies.
The measure has the support of the American Bar
Association and the National Association of Police
Chiefs.
Such an identification system is bound to be expensive, and that is one of the reasons the bill is opposed at this time by the Justice Department. We
can understand the difficulty of approving this sort
of program at a time when the whole federal system
is budget cutting.
We believe, however, an information data bank
on missing children is vital and should get a high
priority when the economic picture is healthier.
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"The only summer trips I have planned are to the unemployment office."

looking bock
Ten years ago
Fifth annual Murray-Calloway
County Dairy Day will be June 25 in
Bel-Air Shopping Center, according
to Ted Howard,extension agent.
Deaths reported include Rhoda
Marshall, 87, Lalah Jones, 83,
William Hershel Sykes, 81, Ben Tenney, 79, Jewel Olive,68, Raymond W.
Lewis, 65, Mark H. Elkins, 65, Mrs.
J.B. (Mary) Richardson, 63, Clint
Workman, 87, Ethel Adams, 74, and
Minnie Garner,83.
Mary Janice Morton and Roger
Dale Cooper were married May 27 at
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Delaney Jr.

on June 19.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Charles Hugo Wilson of
Decatur, Ill., was high winner on the
NBC television show "The Price Is
Right" this morning. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Lawrence of Murray and a former
resident of Murray.
Deaths reported include Dula
Parks Knight, 61, and Oliver Alfonzo
Jefferson Stubblefield, 74, the latter
the son of the late Nathan B. Stubblefield.
Richard Hurt,6-6 center on Murray
High School's basketball team, has
signed a grant-in-aid with Murray
State College, according to MSC
Coach Cal Luther.

today in history
Today is Monday, June 21, the
172nd day of 1982. There are 193 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 21, 1945, Japanese forces
on Okinawa surrendered to the
United States in World War II.
On this date:
In 1970, the Indochina War erupted
ow a dozen fronts in the heaviest
fighting since the Vietnam conflict
spread to Cambodia two months
earlier.

letter
to the editor
Dear Editor:
I have always felt Murray Ledger
and Times was a winner. I commend
you and your staff for the special
recognition you received at the Kentucky Press Association's annual
summer convention.
We at South Central Bell add our
appreciation for the cooperation and
news coverage given our company.
If we can be of service to you,
please call.
Yours very truly,
Marvin W.Orgill
District Manager
South Central Bell

In 1971, the International Court of
Justice in the Hague ruled that South
Africa's administration of the territory of South-West Africa
(Namibia) was illegal.
In 1976, rioting broke out in the
black townships around Pretoria,
South Africa.
And in 1979, the United States, in
surprise move,called for the replacement of Anastasio Soinoza as leader
of Nicaragua, then engaged in a civil
war.
Ten years ago: A gunman killed six
people and wounded 12 others in an
office building inigherry Hill, N.J.
Five years ago: Hundreds of
refugees from Uganda fled into
Kenya to avoid a purge following an
attempt on the life of Ugandan President Idi Amin.
One year ago: Wayne Williams
was arrested in Atlanta and charged
with one of a string of 20 killings of
young blacks. Williams eventually
was convicted of two of those
murders.
Today's birthdays: Actress Jane
Russell is 61 years old. Opera star
Judith Raskin is 54.
Thought For Today: Let me have
my way exactly in everything, and
you will find that a pleasanter
creature does not exist. — Thomas
Carlyle, Scottish historian (17951881 ).

Thirty years ago
Dairying in Calloway County now
brings in over 1½ million dollars annually, according to county dairy officials.
Deaths reported include Margaret
Jones,39.
Ray Brownfield, chairman of
Calloway County Chapter of National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
attended a five-state regional conference on polio problems at St.
Louis.
Sara Story and Bobby R. Johnson
Were married June 15.
Charles Farmer Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Farmer of Murray,
received his doctor's degree at
Chicago Musical College, Chicago.
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Domestic politics here are in convulsion. Schmidt suffered severe
reverses in the spring state elections.
An even more critical setback awaits
him in September, threatening to
shatter his Socialist-free Democratic
Party coalition and possibly drive
him from office — if not this year,
then in the 1984 election.
That prospect cripples Schmidt today. No matter how personally committed he is to NATO's new nuclear
arms deployment, due in late 1983
when U.S.-Soviet nuclear arms talks
predictably fail, his Socialist Party is
digging in to delay a deployment
decision until after the 1984 election.
Even privately, there was little
summit talk about such potential new
strains in the alliance. If Reagan was
worried on this score, he concealed
it. His purpose was to destroy the image, partly created by rhetoric from
his own administration, of a latterday Genghis Khan brandishing nukes
and hurling defiance.
In that endeavor, German political
leaders of all stripes gave him surprisingly good marks. That creates a
fragile political base for him that he
lacked when he arrived.
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer'
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: A friend told me
that there is some kind of central office of the government which makes
available all sorts of government
literature and publications on all
sorts of topics. Can you give me the
name and address of this office? H.S.
ANSWER: You are probably referring to the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.
This is the main distributor of
government publications, including
many on various aspects of retirement. The Government Printing Office- operates bookstores throughout
the country. Books and pamphlets
are available for a nominal fee. Write
for a free, regularly updated catalog.
Also, another good source for
government publications, many
which have to do with retirement,
(and many which are free) is the
Consumer
Information
Center,
Pueblo, CO 81009. A catalog of
publications is available free from
Dept A of the Center.
HEARTLINE: I will reach age 65
in November. I am still employed
and will continue to work. Right now
I am covered by a major medical insurance policy which will change
over to a Medicare supplement when
I turn 65. I have the option on keeping
it or getting my own Medicare supplement at that time. Well, there
must be a list of folks nearing age 65
in this country, because not only am I
being snowed under by mail-order
Medicare supplement literature, I
have also been approached on the
subject by several insurance agencies. It is very difficult to know what
kind of coverage you should look for
when you don't know anything at all
about what Medicare will cover. Is
there literature available which will
explain Medicare supplements and
also explain where these "gaps" in
Medicare are that need to be filled
with other insurance? R.W.
ANSWER:
Yes.
We
make
to
available "Heartline's G •
Health Insurance and Medicare Su plements." Our booklet explains the
need for Medicare supplements, how
to decide if you need one or not, what
to look for and look out for and why,
and comes with a Policy Checklist,
giving you the questions you need to
ask about any insurance you are considering so that you can compare different policies and so that you will
have a record of what the insurance
salesman has told you about the
policy which can be compared to the
actual policy when you have purchased one. To order your copy,send $2.00
to Heartline, Dept. HI, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, OH
45381.
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray,Ky.42071.
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Tennis ploy planned
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, June 23, from 9 to 11 a.m. at
the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Deanna
Parker, Jennifer Hewlett, Kathy Kopperud and Joy
Waldrop; Court Two - Annette Alexander, Debbie
Keller, Mary Warren Sanders and Gaye
Haverstock; Court Three - Vicky Holton, Dinah
Vire, Carol Waller and Cathy Mattis; Court Four Cindy Dunn, Pat Weatherly, Cecelia Brock and Cindy Howard.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include William
Childress and Mary Turner, both of Murray.

Tennis ploy Friday
Group B,Section Two of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play Friday, June 25, at 9 a.m. at
the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Vickie
Miller, Wilda Purdom, Frances Hulse and Joy
Waldrop; Court Two - Gaye Haverstock, Vickie
Baker, Lashlee Foster and Norma Frank; Court
Three - Agnes Payne, Janie Ryan, Gayle Foster
and Janice Howe; Court Four - Jan Sargeant,
Leisa Faughn, Pat Seiber and Patsy Greer.

Gregory named to list
Charlotte Kean Gregory, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Gregory, Rt. 7, Lynn Grove Road, Murray. has been named to the Dean's List for spring

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Edward Coombs
tendants were all attired
in gray ascot pin-stripped
tuxedos.
Miss Cindy' Mastera
presided at the guest
register. Mrs. Tony
Rayburn of Memphis
directed the wedding.
Reception
A reception was immediately following the
ceremony.
A white floor length
cloth covered.the bride's
table. Centering the table
was the wedding cake
which was accented with
arrangements of fresh
flowers on and around it.

Crystal appointments
were used to serve the
guests.
Serving the guests were
Miss Lisa Outland, Mrs.
Julie Jones, and Miss
Tresa Brewer, all of Murray.
Rice bags were
distributed to the guests
by Miss Tia Rayburn of
Memphis.
The bride is a graduate
of Murray High School
and Murray State University. She is the granddaughterqf Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jones, Sr., and
Mrs. Meda Jackson.
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The groom is a
graduate of Owensboro
High School and is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Breedlowe of
Madisonville.
After a wedding trip to
Owensboro, Mr. and Mrs.
Coombs are now residing
in Nashville, where the
bride will be attending
Medical Technology
classes at Baptist
Hospital and the groom
will be asso4ated with
the Union Fidelity Life
Insurance Company.

MARTIN, TENN. Two persons from Murray were among the 575
University of Tennessee
at Martin students who
were candidates to
receive degrees at the
University's annual spring commencement exercises on Sunday, June 13.
Murrayans included
Charles William Hornbuckle II and Anita Sue
Terry.
UT President Edward
J. Boling conferred 28
associate, 504 bachelor
and 43 master degrees
during the 4 p.m. program in UTM's Physical
Education and Convocation Complex.

•
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semester 1982 at Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green.

Justin Dale McBee born
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale McBee of Sedalia are
the parents of a son, Justin Dale, born Monday,
May 31, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dale
McBee and Eddie Heath, all of Sedalia, and Mrs.
Ann Heath of Paducah.

PWP chapter plans party
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a bingo party Friday,
June 25, at 8 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,
Legion Drive, Paducah.
All single parents are urged to attend. Persons
eligible for membership are single parents by
reason of death, divorce, legally separated or never
married. For information call 1-554-0222 or 1-4446251.

Story assigned to base
Airman Eric S. Story, son of Donald L. and Donna
L. Story, 504 Olive St., Murray, has been assigned to
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas, after completing
Air Force basic training. He will received specialized instruction in the aircraft maintenance field.
During the six weeks at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, he studied the air Force mission, organization and customs and received special training in
human relations. In addition, airmen who complete
basic training earn credits towards an associate
degree in applied science through the Community
College of the Air Force. He is a 1979 graduate of
Murray High School.

Wednesday, June 23
Tuesday, June 22
Make Today Count will
will meet at 7 p.m. at meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
Health Center.
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Group D of Ladies Ten- Hospital.
nis of Murray Country
Club will play at 7 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
the
Centers will be open from
to 2 p.m. for acTau Phi Lambda 10 a.m.
by the Senior
tivities
Sorority, Unit 827,
Citizens.
will
World,
of
Woodmen
meet at WOW Hall at 7
South Murtay
p.m.
Homemakers Club will
at 10:30 a.m. at
Alcoholics Anonymous meet
lot of Memorial
parking
will meet at 8 p.m. at
to go to
Church
Baptist
western portion of
Village.
Wesley
Lakeland
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Ladies day activities
be golf at 9 a.m.,
will
Senior Citizens Centers
and tennis at 9:30
bridge
will be open as follows:
luncheon at
and
a.m.,
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Murray Country
at
noon
Hazel and Douglas from
Club.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Swim party and picnic
grades five through
for
Bethel Baptist Bible
will be from 6 to 8
eight
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Murray Country
at
p.m.
Dr. Archie R. Dykes, delivered the commencehome of David and
Each member may
Club.
Topeka, Kans., president ment address.
UtUT Martin Chanellor Aleshia Cunningham,
invite one guest.
and chief executive ofRoad.
terback
presidSmith
E.
ficer of Security Benefit Charles
Bazaar Workshop will
Ladies day activities at
Group of Companies, ed over the ceremony.
be at 9:30 a.m. by women the Oaks Country Club
of First United Methodist will include golf and
Church.
bridge at 9:30 a.m.

Monday,June 21
Monday,Jim 21
Recovery, Inc., will
Community Chorus is
meet at 7:30 p.m. at scheduled to rehearse at
Health Center, North 7:30 p.m. at First United
Seventh and Olive Methodist Church.
Streets.
Tuesday,June 22
Board of First ChrisChildren's Fun Day for
tian Church will meet at 7 third through sixth
p.m. at church.
grades will ife from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Oaks
s
Homemaker
Penny
Country Club.
Club will meet at 1 p.m.
Kathryn
at the home of
Murray Liorra Club will
Walker.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at South
Murray Lodge No. 105 Pleasant Grove United
Free and Accepted Methodist Church.
Masons will honor 50Eva Wall Mission
year members with a
potluck supper at 6:30 Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 2
p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m. with Mrs. Thyra
Bluegrass State CB Crawford.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
at Joe's Family
pounds sensibly) Club
Restaurant.

'House of future'at Gotlinburg
GATLINBURG, Tenn.
AP)- A ;350,000 "house
of the future" made out of
a substance that looks
like whipped cream is
drawing mixed reviews
and tourist dollars.
Looking something like
a series of conjoined igloos, the house, called
Xanadu, was built as a
tourist attraction in the
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Jones and Coombs vows said
Miss Gina Susan Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jones, Jr., of Murray, was married to Paul
Edward Coombs, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Coombs, of Owensboro,
on Saturday, May 29, at
2:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The double ring
ceremony was officiated
by John Dale and was
performed in front of the
stone fireplace on the
main floor of the club
house. The mantle was
flanked with pink snapdragons, carnations, and
greenery. Two 15 candle
brass spiral candelabra
were used on either side
of the fireplace.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. John White.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents,
chose a gown of white
chiffon trimmed with
Schiffli embroidered lace
with a natural waist line,
A-line skirt, and off-theshoulder puffed sleeves of
the self-fabric. An attached chapel length train
was bordered with Schiffli scallops. A lace band
collar offset the sheer
yoke which was sprinkled
with tiny pearls.
Her headpiece consisted of a modified derby
hat with a lace crown and
bustled illusion in the
back. She chose to carry
a bouquet of gardenias
entwined with pink satin
ribbon.
Attending the bride as
her maid of honor was
Miss Sherrie Mayfield of
Reidland. She wore -a
pink chiffon floor length
dress and carried a
nosegay of pink
sweetheart roses, carnations, and asparagus
sprengeri.
Sgt. Daid----Yoting of
Radcliff served Mr.
Coombs as bestman.
Ushers were Tripp Jones,
brother of the bride, and
Dennis Arndt. of
Madisonville.
The groom and his at-
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Great Smoky Mountains
and includes such goodies
as an indoor waterfall
and gold-plated bathroom
fixtures.
FraRces Drake
But one Gatlinburg
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 72, 1982
resident, Robert Adair, What kind of day will tomor- initiative in contacting those
recently complained to row be? To find out what the at a distance.
the city commission stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
91
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) '
about the home. "It's just given for your birth Sign.
You may have reservations
not in keeping with our
about advice you receive, yet
mountains," Adair said. ARIES
r4r4 your own attempts to help
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"
Despite some favorable others meet with success.
developments, there may still Curb expenditures.
be a few domestic problems. SAGITTARIUS
Relations with the outside (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It's a poor time to drum up
world improve.
support from others about a
TAURUS
business venture. It's best to
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
•-•>4
At work, one project will be be quiet now. Work from
aborted and another started. behind the scenes.
Others may be envious of the CAPRICORN
happy times you spend with a (Dec.22toJan.19)
Higher-ups are receptive to
loved one.
your ideas, though business
GEMINI
1- affairs may cut down on the
9
(May 21 to June 20) 1161
There'll be a favorable, time you are able to spend
chance to improve income, with a loved one.
but you'll have to take care of AQUARIUS
some old bills. A loved one is (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
While bogged down in a
extravagant.
series of difficult problems,
CANCER
you'll hear some good news
June 21 to July 22)
An interfering family about a business matter. Keep
member is hard to deal with. your chin up!
You'll receive a pleasant in- PISCES
vitation, but downplay ego in (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
You'll receive financial help
personal dealings.
from a family member, but
LEO
: romance has its ups and
(July 23 to Aug.72) 4/244
Do what you can in spite of downs. The needs of others are
interruptions, for you may not hard to fathom.
get as much privacy as you'd
like. Others bother you with YOU BORN TODAY are a
progressive thinker who
their problems.
belongs in a leadership posi,1*
VIRGO
tion. You do well in business
( Aug. 23 tOSept. 72)
flight for yourself and can become
You get the
project, but known for your inimitable way
regarding a
money looms as an issue with of doing things. You have
a friend. Try to restrict much creative ability, combined with the gift of being
needless spending.
able to see things in the large.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4141r/ Art, music, poetry, sculpture,
A career opportunity ar- writing and acting are some of
rives, but you may have mix- the fields in which you'll suced feelings about it. Take the ceed.
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Here's the Diamond Sale
you've been wafting for! Choosefrom over
300 BlazindGents'or Ladies'Clusters and
Save 30to5C% Buy now with easy terms or
Layaway for Christmas

Mon.-Fri.
10-6
Sat. 10-5
Bel Air Center
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SYLVIA THOMAS was recently selected as Girl
of the Year of the Xi Alpha Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority.

NEW OFFICERS of Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi are, left to right,
seated, Renee Miller, Eva Crank, Gina Thomas, standing, Beverly Galloway,
Trisha Nesbitt and Sandy Michael.

DONATION — Kathy Kelley, left, Gina Thomas, service committee, and Sue
Brandon, right, treasurer, of Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi presented
Jack Walker,second right, with a check for 8500 for Tiki-Mast.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter makes donation to Tiki-Mast and installs officers
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi had its
last, regular meeting for
the 1981-82 year on Thursday, May 27, at the
Western Sizzlin

Restaurant.
Jack Walker, Civilian
Coordinator for the TikiMast Program in this
area, was guest speaker.
He discussed the history

and purpose of Tiki-Mast tee chairperson.
as well as funding for the
A question and answer
service.
period
followed Mr.
Mr. Walker was inWalker's
talk.
troduced by Mrs. Gina
After his program, the
Thomas, service commit-

Ladies golf play will be Wednesday
Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday, June
23, at Murray Country
Club. Anyone not listed in
the lineup who desires to
play should call Venela
Sexton, hostess, at 7534780.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. 1
9 a.m. — Mary Bogard,
Jerlene Sullivan, Frances
Hulse and Betty Jo Purdom.
9:10 a.m. — Sue Brown,
Betty Lowry, Dorothy
Fike and Euvie Gibbs.
9:20 a.m. , 7- Diane
Villanova, Euldene

Robinson, Anna Mary
Adams and Jane Fitch.
9:30 a.m. — Barbara
Stacey, Louise Lamb,
Rowena Cullom and
Chris Graham.
9:40 a.m. — Norma
Frank, Betty Scott, Judy
Muehleman and Virginia
Schwettman.
9:50 a.m. — Venela
Sexton, Pam Mavity,
Evelyn Jones and
Margaret Shuffett.
10 a.m. — Betty Powell,
Freda Steely, Ann Haney
and Nancy Schempp.
Tee No.4
9 a.m. — Faira Alex-

ander, Sue Costello, Judy
Latimer and Inus Orr.
9:10 a.m. — Mary
Overbey, Exie Hill, Martha S. Ryan and Alice
Purdom.
9:20 a.m. — Toni Hopson, Madelyn Lamb,
Edith Garrison and
Cathryn Garrott.
9:30 a.m. — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Rebecca Irvan, Ve Severns and
Billie Cohoon.
9:40 a.m. — Nancy Orr,
Linda Alexander, Nancy
Fandrich and Rebecca
Dublin.
Tee No. 7
9 a.m. — Molly Booth,

Alfair Ramsey, Jo Benson and Peggy
Shoemaker.
9:10 a.rn. — Mary
Bazzell, Wilda Purdom
and Thelma Eckerdt.
Dorothy Fike, hostess
for play on June 16, has
announced the winners
for golf play as follows:
Championship, Betty
Jo Purdom.
First Flight, Judy
Latimer.
Second Flight, Jane
Fitch.
Third Flight, Ann
Haney.
Fourth Flight, Betty
Powell.
v/

Mon 101 years of age writes about active life
DEAR ABBY: I've
'"been reading your column eve;since you wrote
your first line in 1956, It's
given me a good cross
section of what's going on
in the world.
I got a kick out of those
two old roosters, ages 77
and 96, both crowing
about their capabilities.
Well, Abby, I hate to
brag, but I've got them
both beat.

I became a Christian at
age 12 — that .was 89
years ago. Yes, Abby,
I'm 101 years -old and'I'm
typing this myself. I
started teaching school at
17, and I taught for 19
years. During World War
I, I was an agriculture
agent. I even published a
small country newspaper
for a while. In 1920 I
entered the Methodist
ministry. It became my

Birth control pills researched

•

NEW YORK (AP) —
Birth control pills,
already linked r to a
decreased risk of 'uterus
cancer in women,also apparently reduce the risk
of cancer of the ovaries,
according to a study
published today.
Researchers from the
Drug Epidemiology Unit
at the Boston University
School of Medicine found
the protection against
ovarian cancer may persist up to 10 years after
the contraceptives are
taken.
They said the protection appears greater for
women who have used
birth control pills longer.
These findings,
however, were' not as
clearly demonstrated as
the overall result.
The American Cancer
Society estimates that
18,000 women in the
United States will get
ovarian cancer this year,
and that 11,400 of them
will die as a result of it.
Earlier this year, birth

control pills were linked
to decreased risk of
cancer of the uterus.
They have also been
associated with an increased risk of heart attack and stroke.
Last year, a different
group of researchers at
the Drug Epidemiology
Unit reported that the increased chance of heart
attack can continue for as
long as nine years after
women stop taking the
pill.
About 40 percent of U.S.
and European women of
child-bearing age, and
about 25 million women
around the world, use
birth control pills, officials say.
The new research, appearing in the June 18
issue of the Journal of the
American Medical
Association and released
today, is based on interviews with 675 women
less than 60 years old. Of
them, 222 used birth control pills.

life's work. After organizing four churches I
retired at 72.
Having nothing to do, I
cultivated .. a
large
garden, but that didn't
keep me busy enough, so
I bought, the necessary
equipment and set up a
woodwork shop. So far
I've made 14 grandfather
clocks, 56 cradles, 247
lamps, and so many
tables and cabinets I've
lost count.
That's not all. I have
several ladyfriends scattered all over town, and I
still take them out to dinner — one at a time! I've
got only 99 years to go
before reaching 200, and
the way I feel now, I'm
going to make it!
If there are any old
roosters out there who
can out-crow me, send
them to Tennessee and
I'll take them to dinner.
HENRY C. COLEMAN,
CHATTANOOGA,TENN.
DEAR
HENRY:
Wonderful! And if they
bring their mothers, the
dinner's on me!
•••

DEAR ABBY: I was
one of those unlucky airtraffic sitrol men who
lost the r jo S,so after being un le to find work in
Los Angeles, I finally
landed a job in San Jose.
Obviously I'm able to get
home only on weekends
and holidays, so I rented
a small apartment in San
Jose.
I've been on this job for
10 months, and while it's

far from what I want to
do, it's better than
nothing. (I'm still trying
to get work in L.A.)
My accountant told me
I could deduct my travel
and living expenses away
from home, which helped
to make my life bearable
because this job is only
temporary.
Yesterday a co-worker
told me that if the IRS
audits me, I'm in thuble
because if a person stays
in a job for over six months it's considered a permanent job — not temporary.
What does your accountant say?
SWEATING IT OUT IN
SAN JOSE
DEAR
SWEATING:
My account says a job is
considered "temporary"
under one year, so you're
safe for another two
months.
•••
Forgive me if I do not
begin this letter with the
usual salutation because
after agonizing over
salutations and complimentary closings, I
came to a decision: I no
longer use either.
I do not address persons I do not know as
"Dear" anybody, since
they are not "dear" to
me. And I do not sign
myself as being "Truly"
theirs, which I certainly
am not. I head this letter,
state my business, say
thank you if it's appropriate, and sign my
name.
So far I don't think I

Getting
settled
made
simple.

P16th

Street Murray
184.41
753-3149
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Catfish Special

New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

Wed. S p.m. to 10 p.m.
Catfish Plate
French Fries, Cole Slaw
and Hash puppies

•
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Mary
Hamilton,
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst.
Hostess
7534570
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chapter presented Mr.
Walker with a donation of
$500 from the club's fund
raisers for the past year.
Officers for the 1982-83
year were recognized.

They are Trisha Nesbitt,
president; Sandy
Michael, vice president;
Gina Thomas, recording
secretary; Renee Miller,
corresponding secretary;

Eva Crank, treasurer; 82 Girl of the Year, Mrs
Beverly Galloway, exten- Sylvia Thomas. She was
presented a full-jeweled
sion officer.
pin at the Founders Da!,
Other business includ- banquet at the Barn M
ed recognition of the 1981- Fulton earlier in May.

/Ilk HEALTH
Are iron pills OK?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
uating a person's iron
About three years ago my requirements is not a simple
wife was told by her doctor matter. You can have an
to take iron tablets once a iron deficiency without havday for an anemic condition. ing an anemia. Or you may
Her checkup last week by a have just a mild anemia. If
different doctor was OK. your wife had iron deficienHer previous doctor retired. cy anemia earlier, at her
The new doctor said as long age she is more likely to
as her blood was OK to stop have iron deficiency probusing the iron pills because lems.
they could harm the kidneys
Older people also have
or liver.
trouble forming new red
My wife is confused and blood cells. In one study of
says she will still keep using individuals over 65 only 66
the iron pills. The retired percent of the iron absorbed
doctor always OK'd her into the body was used to
refill prescriptions. We form new red blood cells
would like your advice. My that carrptiron. By contrast
wife is 85.
91 percent of the iron was
DEAR READER — Eval- used in young controls.
The hemoglobin measurement and, if need be, measuring the amount of iron in
the blood (plasma iron level)
can help determine an iron
deficiency even when a person is not yet anemic from
the problem.
An anemia is only one of
several indicators of iron
deficiency. Iron is essential
in enzyme systems that
liberate energy from the
food you eat.
Yes, there is a danger of

overdoing iron intake. too.
But in older people I see no
reason to worry about an
additional 10 mg of iron a
day, or because many vitamin pills contain 18 mg of
iron, I would say 18 mg every other day would be OK.
The form of the iron
ingested makes a lot of
difference. Iron in animal
products such as liver or
other animal protein called
heme iron is much more
completely absorbed than
iron from non-animal sources.
To give you more information about iron I am sending you The Health Letter
number 4-4. Iron and Anemia. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P0. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, -New York. NY
10019.
DEAR DR LAMB -- I
just read your column on
male impotence. Why are
doctors so ready to help a
man with this problem, yet
turn a deaf ear to a woman
with frigidity? Why are doc-

tors reluctant to administer
the hormone that would
help' One doctor told me.
"No, it might cause you to
start fooling around and that
can get you in trouble." Why.
at age 51. would I be in danger of fooling around?
DEAR READER — Lack
of sexual response 4s- not
always just a matter of
hormones. Each case is
different. Some women still
have abundant amounts of
female hormones after the
menopause and the doctor
can tell by testing.
Nevertheless. I think you
are absolutely right and a lot
of women could be helped
who are not True, you must
consider if there is an
increased risk of cancer of
the breasts or uterus, and
often complications of
hormones. I believe doctors
are reluctant to give hormones because they are conservative and don't want to
run the risk of causing a
woman any. harm. Incidentally, doctors are also reluctant to give male hormones
to some men for comparable'
reasons — stimulation of
prostate enlargement

).1110.0

have ruined anyone's day
being
strictly
by
businesslike. Thanks for
listening.
IN
CLARICE
K.
AURORA,ILL.
DEAR CLARICE: You
didn't ruin my day. Au
contraire, you made it.
Thanks for writing.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I want to
commend you on your
forthright stand against
nudity. If the good Lord
had intended for us to go
around naked, he would
have created us that way.
MOUNTAIN
S.B.,
VIEW,CALIF.
•••
Problems? You'll feel
better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 900038.
For a personal reply,
enclose
a
please
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324.0 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN
A revolutionary concept in
automobile insurance that is
particularly attractive for
new car purchasers is now
available in this area. If
you're buying a new car, you
can't afford to be without
this protection. Only thing is,
you must purchase this coverage' within 30 days after
delivery of your new car. Ask
us about how Kemper Total
can protect your investment.

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

901-644-1003
)41wwoo-nww4)...,-0

Onie
Stewart

-LOST
30
POUNDS
IN JUST 8
WEEKS!

Federal CIE
Kemper
Insurance Company

For the benefit of
you, who shop too
late for Father's Day
we are extending our
sale for one more
week.

Another
DIET CENTER WINNER!

"For the past 12 years, I had been on every diet knov,
to man!. . But nothing really worked until Diet Center
What joy! I lost all the weight I wanted to lose, quickly
and safely . and learned how to keep it off. My energy
level and enthusiasm for life zoomed! I know I'm not a
"Spring Chicken," but I feel like one and it's
wonderful!"

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020
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for economic ills
Mondale Moines Reagan administration
LEXINGTON, Ky.
.
(AP) — Former Vice
President Walter F. Mondale blames the Reagan
administration for a
variety of economic ills,
and he called for the election of Democrats this
fell to overcome a
-desperate economic
situation."
Sounding like the
presidential candidate he
may become, Mondale attacked the economic
policies of Ronald
Reagan as "radical and

coldhearted."
"We have a radical
president who is trying to
change the whole approach in this country
from one of compassion
to one of survival of the
fittest," Mondale told
more than 1,000
Democrats at the party's
Jefferson-Jackson Day
Celebration on Saturday.
Reaganomics, he said,
"permits corporate
giants to make huge profits while failures among
farmers and small

businesses are at an alltime high."
Mondale held a news
conference and addressed a large crowd at a $25a-head gathering in the
Kentucky Horse Park's
"Big Barn." He later
spoke at a $100-a-couple
reception.
"As a result of
bconomic policies that in
my view are not
reasonable or moderate,
.but truly radical," Mondale said, the economy
"is now the worst since

the Great Depression."
He said unemployment
and bankruptcy rates are
at their highest since then
and that the federal
deficit and interest,rates
are at their highest ever
in history.
Mondale said Kentucky
has felt the impact of
what he called a "handsoff" energy policy.
"We have turned away
from coal...synthetic liquid (fuel) and the rest,"
he said.
Republicans who

blame previous administrations for the
economic situation "have
come up belatedly with
what I call the archaeological argument,"
Mondale said. "They
didn't get elected to
blame somebody else,
they said,'We can do it —
we have a simple
answer," he said.
"It's failed, and now
they're trying to find
somebody else to blame.
But that dog won't hunt."
In what he called a

"semi-serious answer" to
a question about his
presidential ambitions,
Mondale said, "I am obviously thinking about
running.
"The biggest blow to
me thus far is President
Nixon's statement that he
didn't like me," he said
amidst laughter. "I don't
know what I'll do about
it."
He added that he would
hold off on deciding
whether to run for presi-

has been a frequent
visitor to Kentucky who
had his military training
Mondale and his wife, at Fort Knox, "where he
Joan, were greeted by rose to the rank of
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., private."
his wife, Phyllis, and son,
Mondale accused
Line; John Y. Brown Sr.,
the governor's father; Brown of "grossly
Sen. Walter Huddleston, misrepresenting my
fl-Ky., and Paul Patton, record at Fort Knox. By
chairmap of the Ken- the time I left, I had risen
tucky Delnocratic Party. to the rank of corporal."
Brown said the day's
Brown introduced Mondale at the news con- events raised more than
ference, noting that he $100,000 for the party.
dent until after the fall
elections.

ifitivotroloom— Secret cargoes to travel on NASA's shuttle
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Alter cosily treatment tailed, this Min disease ivas
believed incurable. Al OM pola NAPPY lACII MANGE
MEDIUM( was used with dramatic success. Also,
HAPPf JACX TRAIERMIC3DE recognized safe and
effective by U.S. AVM against boob, round and
tapeworms in dogs and cats. At farm. teed and drug
Motes. To MIMI Inn CAtliON wiree
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at 12:30 a.m. today,
police said.
The other pedestrian
killed today was Wayne
E. Edwards, 23, of Bardwell. He was hit by a car
3.6 miles north of
Wickliffe on U.S. 51 at
1:45 a.m.
Joseph Hill, 24, of
Lebanon, and Kenneth
Lee Hatfield, 27, of Upton, were. killed Sunday
when their car left Kentucky 479 in southeastern
Grayson County —and
struck a bridge abutment.
Lodell Wilson, 14, of
Flint, Mich., died Saturday night when the
motorcycle she was
riding ran off Kentucky
1110 one mile north of
Whick in Breathitt County and went over an embankment.
Eugene 0.Swope,28, of
Bowling Green, was killed Saturday when his car
failed to negotiate a
curve on Kentucky 88 and
overturned. The accident
occurred about six miles.
west of Munfordville,
police said.
Ronnie Lawhorn, 22,
and his sister, Wanda Lee
Lawhorn, 22, both of
Albany, werp killed Friday when their car ran off
U.S. 127 in Clinton County
and struck a culvert.

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

it's cookouttime
•*****,****0****0'**•4**/*/*/
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Shorter Lb. Pure Ground
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14 Lb. Box $20

Beef Patties
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FM/AM Headphone
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33% Off

Peas
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Peas
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Reg. 1.99 Each
90 Minutes

Compute4planetery position and WSWence for any day! Far more detailed than
newspaper horoscopes. 4-function calcuBaiIen.s ultra
lator, too. #85-801

By Realistic*

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Six people were
killed in weekend traffic
accidents on Kentucky
highways, according to
Kentucky State Police
reports and two
pedestrians died in
mishaps early Monday.
The deaths raised the
state's 1982 toll to 342,
compared with 374
through June 21 last year.
Arthur Brown, 36, of
the 39-hundred block of
Tally Ho Court in
Louisville was struck by
a car and killed while
riding a bicycle in the
4500 block of Taylorsville
Road in Jefferson County
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Six killed in accidents

TOBACCO SPRAY

Big Savings on These Blockbuster Bargains and Many More!
Astrological
Calculator

substances will be
aboard. "Cofrmetics is not
a likely catHidate," said
Merry. "We're talking
about serious
medicines."
The Air Force experiment will be shielded
from television cameras
that send pictures of the
shuttle flight back to
Earth.
"Any kind of indication
that would potentially
identify the cargo is considered sensitive," said
Air Force spokeswoman
Capt. Peg Bowman.
"Even if the pictures are
hazy -we‘ don't want to
give any'indication as to
its size or shape."
Air Force officials have
said the cargo won't be
placed in orbit, but will be
carried back to Earth.

for liftoff at 11 a.m. EDT
Sunday, with the 87-hour
countdown beginning
Tuesday night.
The Columbia is
scheduled to land at Edwards Air Force Base in
California after its sevenday mission.
The Johnson & Johnson
experiment is designed to
separate biological
materials with an electrical current in the
absence of gravity,
Merry said. Gravity is
responsible for the
natural stirring that occurs when a substance is
heated, and limits the
concentration of pure
substance produced when
different types of cells
are separated from longchain organic molecules.
But the company won't
tell which organic

14/kis'

to

PLUS

CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. (API — The Air
Force won't have the only
top-secret cargo on Sunday's fourth test mission
of the space shuttle Columbia.
Johnson & Johnson, the
makers of bandages and
pharmaceuticals, is
almost as tight-lipped as
the Pentagon about the
experiment it will send
into orbit aboard the
reusable spacecraft.
"This industry is competitive," Johnson &
Johnson spokesmen Jim
Merry said in an interview published today by
the Cocoa TODAY
newspaper.
Johnson & Johnson will
send along a suitcasesized container of organic
compounds that will most
likely be used for making
ultra-pure medicines in
the gravity-free environment of the shuttle, he
said.
It is one of seven commercial, government and
student experiments that
will be aboard when
astronauts Thomas Mattingly and Henry Hartsfield pilot the spacecraft
on its final test mission.
The shuttle is scheduled

Battery extra

taisten at you jog, work—even hear
the play-by-play at the game! Padded earcushions seal out noise,
seal in rich, dual-speaker sound. #12_186

MaskStore or Dealer Nearest You
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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REAL seal to be found on dairy goods

:4*7

In this inflationary
period when a shoppers'
life is complicated by
labels and mechanization, the dairy industry
plans to simplify the
selection of a "REAL"
dairy product with this
symbol REAL. When the
"REAL" Seal is on a
package or carton, the
consumer is assured that
the contents are real
dairy products in conformance with federal
standards.
Charles Caleb Colton
once said that "Imitation
is the sincerest of flattery." If so, the dairy industry has been flattered
out of billions of dollars.
The consumer has been
confused by a
marketplace glutted with
imitations: milk, cream,
cheese, whipping cream,
sour cream, and butter,
for example. Even

margarine, which began
as a substitute for butter,
has its own imitators.
The "REAL" Seal will
enable dairy case shoppers to quickly locate
authentic milk, honest-togoodness ultra pasteurized cream, true
butter, and genuine
cheese. The information
service will be especially
helpful when everyone
seems short of money and
time.
The "REAL" Seal has
been copyrighted and is
being promoted by the
American Dairy Association (ADA). By contracting dairy processors,
distributors, and food
companies manufacturing and marketing dairy
foods, the ADA and its affiliated units are making
them aware of the "Seal"
and its potential benefit
to consumers. To date,

LE!
THURSDAY
JUNE 24- 1:00 PM

over 500 companies have
been authorized to use the
Seal on their packages
and containers.
In order to use the Seal,
companies must sign an
agreement that they will
place the symbol on only
"REAL" milk and milk
products as defined by
federal and state standards. In addition, they
must agree to display the
symbol in keeping with
its intended use. There is
no charge for the use of
the symbol by the ADA or
any of its agents.
The "REAL" Seal program is entirely voluntary, but should be a major step forward in helping consumers make the
distinction between
"REAL" and imitation
products in the dairy
case. As more and more
companies realize its importance and incorporate
it on their package
designs, shoppers will increasingly see the Seal in
their supermarkets.
Shoppers will never
mistake an authentic
dairy product when the
"REAL" Seal program
has been adopted nationwide. Sales will be based
on contents, not containers. As consumers
become better and better
acquainted with the

For Catalog filled
with pictures, performance test and
other information,
call or write:

HINDS FARMS
RT. 2, WILLOW SPRINGS, MO.65793
PHONE:417-469-2029
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State fair shows burley
:,••••••

LOUISVILLE —
Tobacco is important to
Kentucky and Kentucky
is important to tobacco.
You can't think of one
without the other — they
go together like Idaho
and potatoes or Texas
and natural gas.
That's how closely the
Commonwealth is tied to
its biggest cash crop,
burley.
And that's why the Kentucky State Fair has
something special planned for its West Lawn. It's
called the "Pride in
Tobacco Caravan."
The State Fair is just
one of the stops that this
combination education/entertainment promotion will make this
summer. It's sponsored
by the R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco. Co. The
academic side of the
story is told with
historical display in a 60
by 90 foot tent.
But it's not just an

RICHMOND (AP) —
This year, in Virginia's
rural areas, about 5,300
seasonal farm positions
will be filled by foreign
and domestic mig rant
workers. The reason, according to farmers and
Virginia Employment
Commission officials, is
that local residents
generally are unwilling
to accept the jobs.
Even rural umemployment levels as much as 7
percent hig her than they
were last year are not
enough to coax residents
into the harvest positions.
Residents say the pay on
farms is low and the work
too hard. So workers
from Mexico,er Jamaica
and Tex
or Florida
must bebrought in.
VEC officials dismiss
the contention that imported workers take jobs
from Virginia's
unemployed. The agency
has procedures to ensure
tht local workers have the
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DOWN TO
EARTH
With a CASE titer at
a down to earth
price.
• Spring tilling
•Summer cultivating
A Case tiller gets
down to earth. Get a
tough Case.
RETAIL
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Through COSI
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• New 24 Design 2000 Model
• 5 Automatic Cycles
REGULAR HEAVY
PERMANENT PRESS
KNITS GENTLE SOAK
and PRE-WASH
• New Double-Duty Super
SURGILATOR Agitator
delivers a shorter faster
stroke for high-frequency
washing action
• Energy-saving Water
Temperature Control with 3
wash rinse combinations
• Water-saving Load-Size
Selector with 4 individual
settings
• MAGIC CLEAN Self.
CleaningLint Filter
• Built-in Bleach Dispenser
• Automatic Cool-Down Care
helps provide proper care
for Permanent Press
garments
•2 wash and 2 spin speeds
• Self-Balancing Inner Basket
• Heavy-duty motor and pump
• Automatic Sell-leveling
rear legs
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dairy products, the "instant" association of the
Seal should make shopping much easier.

educational display
dedicated to tobacco's
past. There will be plenty
of entertainment next to
it, too, on a 30 x 12 foot
stage. Louie Popejoy and
a troupe of talented musicians and entertainers
will perform every day of
the Fair. Music will include bluegrass, ragtime,
country, jazz, and a dash
of pop. On Sundays,
gospel music will be performed by Popejoy and
friends.
Such musical diversity
is Louis Popejoy's special
talent. In all, he plays fifteen instruments,some of
which include the fiddle,
banjo, mandolin, and
guitar as well as
autoharp, viola, lute,
balalaika, and zither.
Bluegrass music is his
speciality, but he's also
proficient in several
other musical styles.
Popejoy has appeared
at the State Fair in recent
years as a solo performer.

Migrant jobbers work

AT THE FARM
30 Yorkshire Boars
30 Hompshire Boors
25 Hampshire Bred Gifts 25 Yorkshire Bred Gilts
30 Yorkshire Gilts
30 Hampshire Gilts
25 Landroce Bred Gilts
20 Landrace Boors
150 Yorkshire X Londroce Cross Gilts
30 Londrace Gilts
30 York X Landrace Gifts
Bred to Hampshire Boor(12 Pig Guarantee)

"REAL"Seal and what it
stands behind — namely
the quality, taste, nutrition, and value of real

first chance for the jobs.
U.S. Department of
Labor rules require
farmers to submit their
worker requests at least
80 days before their date
of need. The VEC then
conducts a file search,
followed by telephone inquiries to unemployed
residents.
But as one VEC officials said, the searches
were a matter of "going
through the motions."
The majority of the people on file turn their
backs on open farm positions.
In Roanoke, for instance, the VEC recently
sent 84 letters to
unemployed residents,
advising them of open
farm positions. Of the 19
people who responded,
only six actually were
referred to farmers for
interviews. The VEC had
no information on the
results of the interviews.
In Harrisonburg, the
VEC mailed 150 notifications. Only 10 people
responded.
In the tobacco lands of
Lunenburg County and
South Boston and the apple orchards of the Winchester area, unemployment rates for April were
among the hig hest in the
state - 14.1 percent for
Lunenburg , 11.3 percent
for South Boston and 12.2
percent for Winchester.
• ••::
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WINNING TEAM — Gary Key,(third from left, back row) a rural Farmington resident, was part of the Supersweet Feeds' winning team and was
also presented the Trail Blazer Award for individual achievement as the
company's territory manager in this area. In the photo are (front row,from
left) Don Newman,Henderson; Ed Hazelwood, Henderson; Joe Armstrong,
Bowling Green; Lee Shipman, Bloomfield, Mo.; (back row) George M.
Schwenk, Santa Claus, Ind.; Ted Kuntz, Salem, Ill.; Key; and Charlie
French, Hopkinsville.

Notional council produces book
packed with national pork facts
DES MOINES, IA —
Ever need to know a fact
or statistic about pork
production that you just
couldn't get your hands
on? Pork Facts, a set of
three books, is now
available from the National Pork Producers
Council to answer all
your questions. These 32page books are designed
to inform and educate the
public about today's pork
industry and product.
Containing the latest information about production, consumption and industry statistics, Pork
Facts is a useful aid for
schools, 4-H, FFA,
animal science students,
extension specialists and
consumers.
Industry Statistics puts
those facts and figures
about the pork industry at
your fingertips. Statistics
on U.S. production, consumption, retail prices,
world-wide production
and nutrition information
are contained in this
book.
Production and History
gives you a basic
understanding of how the
pork producer raises
hogs and how many of the
common sayings and
myths about hogs
started. Also included in
this book is a brief history
of the National Pork Producers Council and the
hog.
Consumer Information
provides today's consumer,student or teacher
:•:• •
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with the latest information on buying, storing
and preparing pork. A
glossary of pork cuts, a
retail cuts chart and
nutrition information are
also featured. Put all of
your new--44Sund
knowledge to use with the

recipes in the book's final
section.
For more information
about Pork Facts, or an
order form, contact the
National Pork Producers
Council, P.O. Box 10383,
Des Moines, IA 50306.
Phone 515/223-2600.

ALICE LIKE, left, was named as outstanding
leader of Jackson Purchase Area in Conrad Feltner
4-H Leadership Recognition Program at awards
banquet during 4-H Week at Lexington. She has
been a volunteer 4-H leader for 30 years and has instructed many 4-H boys and girls in their projects
and activities. Congratulating Mrs. Like for her accomplishments is Maxine Scott, president of
Calloway County 4-H Council and former winner of
the Feltner award.
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Our leasing plans
are as good as
ASCSfinancing.
If you thought your chances to
invest in much needed products dried up
with the ASCS Facilities Loan Program,
think again. As your Butler Agri-Builder's
in this area, we have leasing plans that
are just as good as ASCS financing. And
this special leasing program applies to
our full line of quality Butler grain bins,
grain dryers, bucket elevators and
farm buildings.
ceururn>
See us today and ri
Aopis-susii.Dan
get all the details.

Coles Construction
Morroy, Ky.

Co.

kid Nem
7$9-109

It. 2
753-3897

Reddy Aedenee
753-5441

414, "SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

High Octane
Pig StartenW

I-,

Give your pigs the
best from the
beginning with
Purina High octane
Pig Startena.
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BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS
7S3-3404
Groin
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY.KY.
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7-1 Hog Feed
5-1 Hog Feed
Shelled Corn
Crocked Corn
Scratch Grain

$7.50 Hundred

$8.00 Hundred
$6.00 Hundred
$6.75 Hundred
$7.50 Hundred

Buchanan Feed
753-537844
Industrial Rd.

PURINA
CROWS

Murray, Ky.

114
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• N ute accepts Memphis position
• •a I•

MEMPHIS BOUND — Next season Chic Nute (center) will be returning to
his old coaching grounds — Memphis, Tenn. — where he'll be basketball
coach and athletic director at Oakhaven Baptist Academy. Nute, who was not
rehired at Calloway County High School, recorded a 15-10 season with the
Lakers last year.
File photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Former Calloway
County basketball coach
Chic Nute will keep some
pleasant memories of this
area, but in the future
he'll have Memphis on his
mind.
Nute, who was not
rehired by CCHS after
completing his third
season as head coach and
athletic director of the
Lakers, announced he
has made a verbal agreement to coach at
Oakhaven Baptist
Academy this fall.
Oakhaven, a private
school with a Class A
rating in the Tennessee
three-class system, is
located in Memphis
where Nute coached for
12 years.
"They (Okkhaven)
really wanted me. I did a
lot of praying and weighed a lot of factors before
deciding. It wasn't an
overnight decision by any
means," Nute said.
The former Laker
coach, whose record last
season was 15-10, said he
would take a lot of pleasant memories with him
although his stay in Kentucky "ended on a bad
note."
"Surprisingly I've got a
lot more good memories
than bitter ones about
Calloway County and
Murray. It'll be tough to
leave because we've
made a lot of friends in
the community. I'm
disappointed the way
things ended up, though.
I'll always say it was a
political thing and I got a
raw deal by the school
board," Nute said.

\ Glidden's BEST Exterior Oil Stain
,‘ Both solid and semi-transparent
1

flD

Glidden's BEST Latex Flat House Paint

SAVE $8.00
Glidden's BEST Latex Gloss House Paint

$•.mph st.

75340839
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"I may never work
here again," Nute added,
"But I'll definitely come
back to visit."
In his three years of
coaching the Lakers,
Nute remembered three
specific games — one
each year — that maintain special places in his
heart.
"Probably the most
memorable game was
when we upset Lowes by
about 10 points the second
year I was here. That was

a big win for us. Last
year's one-point win over
Mayfield at Mayfield was
another one I won't
forget.
"My first year, I guess
the biggest win was the
last one of the regular
season when we beat
Heath. They were heavily
favored to win, but
somehow we upset
them," Nute said.
Although Nute
remembered the good
times, his inability to
beat either Murray High

or Marshall County, both
district opponents, was
one of the factors in the
board's decision not to
rehire him.
He did say he wouldn't
soon forget the "tremendous battles we had with
Murray."
Before coming to Murray, Nute coached at two
Memphis schools, the
most recent being
Kingsbury where he
coached for six years.
His new position at
Oakhaven will include

coaching boys' basketball
and baseball, being
athletic director and
possibly coaching the
girls' basketball program.
"I followed some of the
advice I always give to
my players when they're
trying to decide what college to go to — 'go where
they want you the most,"
Nute said, "I'll never
forget Murray. It'll
always hold a warm spot
in my heart."

Nicklaus watches Open dream collapse

Watson sinks birdie, wins U.S.
PEBBLE BEACH,
Calif..4 AP) — The shot
clearly was impossible.
Any sensible golfer could
tell you that.
There was the ball,
tucked in a clump of high
grass, sitting some 16 feet
away from the pin on the
17th hole at Pebble
Beach.
An impossible shot.
"For you," observed
Tom Watson, "impossible."
For him, the United
States Open golf championship.
Faced with that situation, a sensible player
would think par.
Watson thought birdie.
"My caddie, Bruce Edwards, said 'You can get
it close," recalled Watson. "I said,'I'm going to
make it."
And when Watson cooly
canned that impossible
chip shot, it earned him
the Open crown, beating
Jack Nicklaus in a
brilliant duel that had all
the elements of high
drama.
That birdie and another
that followed on the final
hole gave Watson 70 for
the day and 282 for the
tournament, two strokes
better than Nicklaus, who
was gunning for an unprecedented fifth Open
crown.
It climaxed an 18-hole
showdown between two of
the game's finest players,
that seemed to ebb and
flow from hole to hole.
The day started with
Watson sharing the three-

round lead with Bill
Rogers at 212, four
strokes under par and
three ahead of Nicklaus.
Ten other players were
bunched at par or better
but this quickly became a
two-man tournament,
Nicklaus vs. Watson,
separated by a couple of
holes on the course and
never more than a couple
of strokes on the
scoreboard.
The drama began early
with Nicklaus staging one
of his familiar charges,
stringing five straight
birdies to move into a tie
for the lead with Rogers
and Watson, who was
hanging on, playing par
golf through nine holes.
Rogers was the first
one to fold. He bogeyed
Nos.9,10 and12, missing
short putts.
Watson had missed a
tantalizing 18-inch putt
which would have provided an important birdie at
No.7 and then seemed in
big trouble at No.10 when
he hit into a hazard at the
side of the green. But, he
connected on a brilliant
25-foot putt to save par. It
was a sign of things to
come.
The par at 10 left Watson and Nicklaus tied
with eight holes to play.
At No.11, Watson bit a 25foot putt for a birdie after
Nicklaus had missed a
three-footer and taken a
bogey on the hole. That
gave Watson a two-stroke
lead with seven to play.
On the next hole, Watson gave one of those

such a way that he could
get the head of his sand
wedge under it. He popped the shot softly and the
ball rolled in as if
directed by a magnet.
Watson, usually a cool
operator with little emotion on the course, let go.
He raced around the
green, his hands raise in
joy. "I about jumped in
the Pacific Ocean," he
said.
Now one stroke ahead
with only one hole to play,
Watson needed only par
to clinch his victory. He
could have played No.18
safe, taking no chances.
Instead, he attacked
again, canning another
long putt, this one from
about 20 feet, for a birdie
and his two-stroke final
margin.
Rogers, his playing
partner, could not believe
what he had seen.
"Talk about being in
absolute shock," said
Rogers, shaking his•head.
"He could not have sat
out there with 100 balls in
his hand and pitched
them to the hole and been
better."
"Try about 1,000," said
Nicklaus.
Watson, ready for any
challenge, said, "Let's go
out and do it. I might
make a little more
money."
For now, the $60,000
first prize for the Open
championship will, have
to do. Nicklaus, bidding
for his 20th major championship, took $34,506 for
second place while
Rogers, Dan Pohl and
Bobby Clampett finished
third, four strokes
behind, and earned
$14,967 apiece.
The money seemed
secondary for both
Nicklaus and Watson,
South African, on the who've already earned
No.1 court today. Myburg more in their careers
got into the tournament than any men in the
on short notice as a history of golf.
Nicklaus wanted a
"lucky loser" in the
qualifying competition, record fifth Open crown.
replacing South African- Instead, he finished seborn Andrew Pattison, cond for the fourth time
and Watson won his first.
who was injured.
"My reaction is sort of
With Borg absent,
McEnroe and Connors like I've had it happen
were heavy favorites to before," he said. "I didn't
meet in the final on Lujy think it would happen
again. It did."
4.

strokes back, taking a
bogey. That left him one
ahead with six left.
Nicklaus birdied No.15,
forging another tie. But
Watson came right back
with a 35-foot putt for a
birdie on No.14. Again he
was one stroke ahead, if
only briefly.
On the 16th hole, Watson hit his only bad tee
shot all day. He knew it
right away, exclaiming
"Oh, No!" as the ball
sailed toward a bunker.
He survived the crisis
with a bogey but he and
Nicklaus were tied again.
And they were running
out of holes.
"I thought, at worst, he
would be in a tie," said
Nicklaus. "I wanted to
end it with a putt at 18,
2feet by."
/
but I ran it 31
He putted out for par,
ending the round at 69, his
best 18 holes of the tournament: At that point,
Watson was dueling with
No.17, a confrontation
that would become most
memorable.
Watson's tee shot on the
par-3 hole landed in the
left fringe, about 16 feet
from the cup. The
distance would make it a
tough putt from the green
and an impossible one
from the fringe.
"I saw it buried in the
grass," said Watson. "I
hoped for a good lie, that
maybe I could get par.
When I saw the lie, I
changed my mind. I said,
'I'm going to sink it."
What Watson found was
that the ball had landed in

McEnroe, Winitsky renew
childhood net encounters
WIMBLEDON, schoolboy buddy are both
England (AP) — John 23. McEnroe is just 14
McEnroe and Van Winit- days older than Winitsky.
sky first faced each other They used to stay in each
on a tennis court when other's homes when they
played in junior tourthey were 12 years old.
Monday, they were naments.
"John was pretty much
paired against each other
on Center Court at the same as all of us in
Wimbledon, where the those days," Winitsky
fiery McEnroe was begin- said.
"Mind you, he used to
ning his bid to retain the
title he took from moan a bit too much even
Sweden's Bjorn Borg last then. Nowadays, it works
as a plus for him when he
year.
In words that could gets upset.
"If John does anything
send shivers down the
backs of Wimbledon of- in our match, I just hope
ficials, Winitsky said: the umpire has it all
"McEnroe tends to go a under control and sticks
bit nuts occasionally by the rules.
when we play against "Up until the age of 16,
each other because we I could beat John. The
last time we played was
grew up together."
Wimbledon's umpires, two years ago, and he
referees and linesmen won in three sets."
Victory for McEnroe
were all praying for
peace and quiet as Monday was seen as the
McEnroe returned to the bitgest certainty at
famous grass courts. Winibledon. British
Last year, he was the bookies rate him an even
stormiest Wimbledon favorite to win the title
champion of all time, again.
Winitsky played on
arguing with officials in
match after match and grass last week for the
being assessed $10,000 in first time in two years
and was ousted from the
fines.
The fines were squash- J..ambert and Butler
ed later on appeal. But uehampionships at Bristol
the All-England Club in the first round by
withheld honorary Californian Matt Doyle.
membership from
Mel Purcell of Murray,
McEnroe, although the unseeded at Wimbledon,
Thonofbad been contetted -WM -tare Hank Matti,
on every other another unsealed player,
Wimbledon champion for today.
years.
Connors faced Mike
McEnroe and his old Myburg, an unrated

bulletin
WIMBLEDON, Tennis Championships.
England (AP) — Rain First-place money is
forced suspension of $74,583.
When rain forced
opening-round play today
as John McEnroe began suspension of play,
defense of his Wimbledon second-seeded Jimmy
title against fellow Connors held a 6-0,6-2, 3-1
American Van Winitaky. lead over South African
Mike Myberg; thirdMcEnroe, following a seeded Vitas Gerulaitas
consistently strong ser- led Brent Pirow of South
vice into the net, held a 6- Africa 6-4, 6-1; former
2,6-2, 1-0 lead over Winit- Wimbledon champion
sky at Center Court when Stan Smith led No.9 seed.
the rain forced ground- Andres Gomez of
skeepers to bring out the Ecuador, winner of this
tarpaulin and sent spec- year's Italian Open, 6-4,
tators scurrying for 6-3, 2-2; No.13 Brian Gottcover. McEnroe is trying fried held a 74, 2-1 adto retain the title he took vantage over Giles
last year from Sweden's Moretton of France, and
_
ajornBorg-John Sadri held a-14, 2-1 -0 -The battle of left- lead over fellow
handers inaugurated the American and Noll seed
96th All-England Lawn Steve Denton.
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Localswimmers capture second win, beat Hopkinsville by 23
Sean Terry third
Unbeaten Steven 1 & User Beekarehe M Girls - Mao& cud.
Ups 4 B
Melee.first, Mow Mahmieslia ascend
Iselbstrukii - Caleb
Gresham led the Murray- Gide 11 & Voir lbadalsola - Cathy Jaime. first,Under
Britten Trisabie second.
Scott
Maisel
first,
Cheryl,
adhere'
emend
third
Wdhams
Calloway County Swim
Girls WM 1111 - Kelly Themes screed.
Gels II & Under Brieketrebe - Mary Jo
Team to a 354-331 victory Simmonssecond. Leslie Irrenklia third
Kim Sykes third
Girls I & Under entanktrella - Gaya
Isehilrehe
Kelly Themes
over visiting Hopkinsville Girls WM Cankoalli third
Trimble first
second,Staalsania
Country Club,Saturday.
Girls II & Uglier IlessabluIta - Amy
GEE$& Under IN - Gaya Trimble first,
Burins first. Lars Beth &Cellar third
Gresham paced the Valledii Samosasemi
Girl ii & Under BeesebrInha - Cheri,
Geis 11 & Under IN - Amy iliirtion fir*
locals with 27 points while Beth Wilson third
Billies's.second, Cathy Williams third
Girls 14 & Usk,Breselstrehe - Marla
Girls 125 Under 111 - Cathy Williams
teammates Eric Easley
Walston first, Mary Jo Simian second
first, Cheryl Billiagtso wood
(24 points), Cheryl Bill- Girls 14& Under IM - Mary Je &mamas Girls 1141 BreeMstreile - Stephanie
Gee
tenth first. Jesoder Rayburs second.
ington and Amy Burton first, Leshe Fraokli•third
Chaiis
Walston
third
'
eye I & Under II Freestyle - Stereo
(each with 23) provided Graben.first
Girls16 Under Ply- 1ameas Simmons
third
Begs 14 6 WM"lsuks - Robert
additional support.
•& Under Girls 20Mesa - Mae& McHopkins wend,Sean Terry third
The Murray swimmers Boys & Under Dd - Stoves Gresham Clure first, Megan Melinarakes third
Boys 1 & Under BroasIstnise - Steven
Peter
Johnsen
third
first,
established 13 pool
Boys 11& Wider IN - Jonathan Gresham' Gresham first. Peter Johnson third
records at the city facility emend
Boys 11 a Wider Resistant* - Jason
first
including nine individual Boys II & Under IN - Eric Easley first, Teen
Boys 12 & theist kaaltaralse - Eric
Michael Hopkins third
marks and four relay
Eaaley lira
Boys lit Under IN & Robert Hopkins sestandards.
The M -CC squad
travels to Greenville for a
dual meet, Wednesday,
then Friday the team
.
16;44
competes in Mayfield.
Saturday the locals
return home for a meet
hander lost his no-hit bid
By JOHN NELSON
against Paducah.
with one out in the
Sports
Writer
AP
'NOW. atra,„
Girls 1 & Under Freestyle - Nandi Mcnerpi
seventh when Greg Gross
Clure third
The adrenaline should doubled, but the Pirates
Boys
& Under Freestyle - Caleb
have been pumping. The went on to beat
Johnson first, Scott McKee'third
Girls & Under Medley Relay - Tomianbutterflies should have Philadelphia 3-1 Sunday
na McCullar, Gaya Trimble, Vanessa Sambeen fluttering. But Rick on a two-run double by
SPLISH,SPLASH - Coach John Griffen (left) watches the takeoff form of
mons, Nandi McClure second, Jennifer
Margery, Helm Garrotters, Kelly Krouse, Rhoden had another conJason Town during a relay race in Saturday's swim meet between host
Tony Pena in the eighth
Deidre Malinsuakss third
cern as he entered the inning.
Murray-Calloway and Hopkinsville. The locals were victorious, 354-331, at the
Boys 1 & Under Medley Relay - Peter
Johnson, Sean Malinauskas, Steven seventh inning with a noMurray city pool.
Staff photo by Jennie tordon
"The most important
Gresham,Caleb Johnson second
hitter.
Girls 11 & Uader Medley Relay - Beth
thing irefrat-we won," the
Wilson, Amy Burton, Lon Beth McCullar,
He trailed 1-0, and that veteran pitcher said
Stephanie Sammons second, Jessica Brannon, Jennifer Parker, Robin McCarty, was kind
of spoiling afterward. "I knew I had
Leslie Weatherford third
a no-hitter going, but it
Boys 111 & Under Medley Roby - Brian things.
Shell, Mark Simmons, Jonathan Gresham,
puts a damper on it when
The
Pittsburgh
rightAllen Rayburn, Bean
Forty golfers par- on five holes while Mike and Cindy Spann, 59, and Jason Town first,Payne,
Jon Wilson third
Gresham,Douglas
ticipated in last Thurs- Lovitt edged Christian Shelby Morgan, 64, were Girls 12 & Under Medley Relay - Cathy
Williams, Jennifer Rayburn, Cherly Billday's youth tournament Crouse for second in a also in the running.
ington, Megan Cannock first, Holly Brown,
at the Oaks Country Club, putt-off. Both scored fiveMassey,Lori Payne,April Lane third
On three holes, Mary Kelli
Girls 14 & Uader Medley Relay - Tamthe second such tourney hole 34s.
Anne Todd was low mie Wagner, Charts Walston, Mary Jo Simof the season.
Jason Reed was first in scorer with 29 in the 9-10 mons,Leslie Franklin first
Girls ISIS Medley Relay - Robbie PerJay Oakley's 38 was the the 6-8 year olds with his year olds chased by
rin, Robbie Marquardt,Sean Terry, Hudson
best nine-hole total of the 35 and Chad Caldwell not- Vickie Woods' 34 and a 42 second
Girls It-Under Freestyle - Gaya Trimble
day earning him top ched a 42.
by Amy Park.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
first
Jackson's best game of
honors in the boys' 12-13
Boys 14 & Under -Met Relay - Jason
AP Sports Writer
season included a
the
Hopkins,
Town,
Sean
Terry.
Robert
age bracket. Second was
Jerry
Caldwell,
youth
In girls'. 11-13 age
As a veteran of 15 ma- single and stolen base
Jonathan Gresham first
Lance Balmer's 52, group, Sherri Lamb's 55 golf organizer, said the
Boys IV Freestyle - Steven Gresham
jor league seasons, Reg- that set up a two-run rally
Johnson,third
followed by Bruce Thur- was one stroke better front nine at OCC will be first, Peter
gie Jackson doesn't need for the Angels in the
Girls IS 12 Under Freestyle - Lori Beth Mcman, 59, and Brad King, than second place Terri closed each Thursday Culler third
extra motivation.
Freestyle
Cheryl
BillGirls
12
&
Under
63.
Lamb's 56 on nine holes. from 8:45 a.m: until noon ington first, Cathy Williams second
But he had some Sun- fourth inning. Chicago
In the boys' 8-10 group, Shelley Caldwell was for the youth tourGirls 14 & Under Freestyle - Leslie
day
against the Chicago right-hander LaMarr
Franklin second, Kim Sykes third
Clint Hutson carded a 30 driving hard at third, 57, naments.
Hoyt, 10-4, was holding a
White Sox.
Girls 8 & Under Backstroke - Vanessa
'Nimmons first, Gaya Trimble second
1-0
lead when Jackson led
"My
dad
had
a
major
Girls 111 B Under Backstroke - Amy Baroperation on Friday and off the fourth with a
ton second
Girls ISO Undeptredityie - Amy Barton
he told me to try to have a single, stole second and
first„,,
BMW& Under Freestyle -- Mark Sim- good day," said Jackson.
continued to third as catIn a solo Little League his own cause with a tri- scored three runs mons second,Douglas Payne third
California
outSo
the
cher
Carlton Fisk's throw
Boys 12 & Under Freestyle - Eric Easley
himself.
game Friday, 1890's ple and two RBIs.
fielder went out and slug- went into center. Jackson
first
Jason Sammons and
pounded Pagliai's, 11-4,
Trice Seargent also ad- Boys 14 & Under Freestyle - Robert ged.four hits on Father's scored the
tying run on a
second,Sean Terry third
at the new city park corn- Mike Fulton made the ded a triple and two RBIs Hopkins
Boys & Under Backstroke - Steven Day, including. his 13th grounder by Doug
plex.
game a long afternoon for to the win.
Gresham first, Peter Johnson second
home run, to lead the DeCinces when shortstop
& Under Backslid's - Jonathan
the Pagliai's pitchers as
James Payne was the Boys 11second
Angels to a 3-1 victory.
Bill Almon's throw to the
Gresham
Todd Seargent scat- they both went three-for- biggest Pagliai success,
tered three hits across four. Fulton rapped a teeing off on a home run,
four innings and earned pair of doubles to drive in a double and driving in
the win after giving up two runs and Sammons three runs in a three-foronly one run. He backed tagged a triple and four performance.

Boys 14 & Under Breasimnlie
Sean
Terry second, Robert Hopkins third
Boys 14-141 Bromnitrelie Ronnie Perrin
third
Boys I & Under Ply
Steven Gresham
first
I & User ri Boys Arendt
Caleb
Johann first. Brittath Trimble second
Scott McKee)third
Girls III Umber Ply Amy Burton first

Steven Gresham second
Girls II & Uader Free Belay
Beth
Wilson /my Burtoo Stephanie Sammons
!Ain Beth Mt
-Collar second
Boys If& Wider Freestyle Relay Jason
Town Mart Simmons. Steven Gresham
Jonathan Gresham first, Jon Wilson. Brian
Shell, Allen Rayburn Benii Gresham third
Giris 12 & Under Free Relay
Cathy
Williams, Megan Cappoct Jennifer
Rayburn, Cheryl Billington first
Bays 12 & Under Free Relay
Jimmy
Tripp, Jonathan Gresham. Wichaet

Girls 12 & Wider Ply Cheryl Billington
first. Cathy Williams second
Girl 14 & Under Ply Mary Jo Simmons
second, lashe Franklin Hord
Girls 1$-11 Ply - Kim Sykes first Kelly
Thomas second
Boys II & Unite Fly
Jonathan
Gresham second
Boys 12a Under Fly Eric Easley first
Boys 14 & Under Ply
Robert Hopkins
second
Girls s & Under Freestyle Relay Gaya
Trimble, Megan Maltnauskas, Tonneau
McCollar, Vanessa Sammons second
Boys 0 & Under Freestyle Relay - Caleb
Johnson. Sean Ma linuaskas. Peter Johnson,

Hopkins. Err Easley fall

Girls Ii & Under Free Relay
Leslie
Erantlir Charts Walston. Mary Jo Simmons Tammie diagner first Liz Marquardt third
Boys 14 Is Under Free Relay
Sean
Ten-y, Jason Eric Easley, Hobert Hopkins
first
Girls 11-11 Free Relay - Kim Sykes. Kelly Thomas. Leslie Franklin. Mary Jo Sum
moos second
Boys 12411 Free Relay Hobble Perrin.
Mite Hodson, Robbie Marquardt. Bowden
second

Rhoden, Rose watching hits

OCC golf tourney hosts 40

other players in number
of games played: Aaron
(3,298), Carl Yastrzemski
(3,108), Cobb (3,033) and
Stan Musial (3,026).
Around the rest of theo
'
lA
National League, Los
Angeles downed Cincinnati 4-2, New York edged
St. Louis 5-4 in 10 innings,
Montreal clobbered
Chicagn,11-5, San Francisco shaded Atlanta 5-3
and Houston topped San
Diego 8-4.

you're losing."
The game marked a
milestone for another
veteran, 41-year-old Pete
Rose of the Phillies. Rose
played in his 3,000th
ballgame and collected
his 3,769th hit, two shy of
Hank Aaron, who is second on the all-time list
with 3,771. All-time
leader Ty Cobb had 4,191
hits.
Rose trails only four

American League

Father's Day inspires Jackson

1890's pounds Pagliors, 11-4

plate went in the dirt for
an error.
Two innings later,
Jackson slugged his third
homer in as many games
for an insurance run.
In other American
League games, Toronto
nipped Oakland 3-2,
Baltimore beat New York
5-3 in 11 innings, Minnesota trimmed Texas 41, Cleveland downed
Boston 5-4 in 14 innings,
Milwaukee beat Detroit 75 and Kansas City topped
Seattle 7-5.
Indians 5,Red Sox 4
Ron Hassey's bases-

loaded single with one out
in the 14th inning scored
Andre Thornton with the
winning run to lead
Cleveland over Boston.
Thornton led off the
14th with a single off Luis
Aponte, 2-1. Thornton
took second on a sacrifice
by Jerry Dybzinski,
before an intentional
walk to Rick Manning
and a walk to Von Hayes
loaded the bases. Hassey
then bounced his gamewinning hit over the head
of Red Sox first baseman
Dave Stapleton.

SCOREBOARD

atoShack
Your discount • arts su ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck arts...save 10-50%
Golf

Pro basebg_IL

AMERICAN LEAGUE
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) Eastern Division
SunW L Pct. GB Final scores and money-winnings Golf
in the 82nd United States Open
day
.609
39 25
Boston
par-72
.574
24 Championship on the 6,125-yard,
Detroit
35 21
Pebble Beach Golf Links (a-denotes
35 29
.547
4
Milwaukee
amateur
33 29
532
5
Baltimore
72-7248-70-212
Tom Watson,$60,000
31 31
500
7
Cleveland
74-70-7149-284
.492
714 Jack Nicklaus,$34,506 71-73-72-70-236
30 31
New York
114,967
Clampett,
Bobby
.470
9
31 35
Toronto
72-74-70-70-286
Dan Pohl,$14,967
Western Division
70-7349-74--216
Bill Rogers,114,967
.591 39 27
California
78-734947-217
.517
10 Gary Koch.18,011
37 26
Kansas City
75-74-704$-2117
Haas.
$8,011
Jay
36 28
.563
2
Chicago
Lanny Wadkins,18.011 73-7147-71-217
6
34 34
.500
Seattle
David Graham,0,011 73-7249-73-767
.420 11
29 39
Oakland
71-72-72-73-281
.390 124 Calvin Porte,16,332
73 36
Texas
7049-75-74-266
Bruce Devlin,$6,332
16 52
.235 24
Minnesota
Saturday's Games
Texas6, Minnesota 3
Chicago 7, California 6
Toronto 3, Oakland 1,12 innings
Milwaukee 10, Detroit 3
Boston 7, Cleveland 3
New York 4, BaltimoreflUt innings
MADRID, Spain (AP)
Seattle 10, Kansas City rmi
Sunday's Games
- England defeated
Baltimore 5, New York 3,11 innings
Czechoslovakia 2-0 in
Cleveland 5, Boston 4, 14 innings
Minnesota 4, Texas 1
Bilbao to become the seMilwaukee 7, Detroit 5
cond team to qualify for
California 3, Chicago 1
Toronto 3,Oakland 2
the second phase of the
Kansas City 7,Seattle 5
World Cup finals.
Monday's Games
Baltimore ID.Martinez 6-4) at
West Germany downed
Cleveland (Waits 0-4 I,In)
a Group Two
New York (Righetti 5-4) at Chile 4-1 in
Milwaukee)McClure 4-21, In)
game in Gijon, while host
Detroit I Petry 6-31 at Boston (Tudor
nation Spain rallied to
541,10)
Minnesota Williams 2-51 at Chicago defeat Yugoslavia 2-1 in a
(Barns 7-3),(n 1
Five contest in
Texas Hough 541 at California Group
( Rent° 6-11, In)
Valencia.
Kansas._ City (Blue 4-4) at Oakland
(B.McLanglihn0-41, In)
Toronto (Leal 5-4) at Seattle ( Moore
24),(n)
Tuesday's Gansu
Detroit at Boston, In)
Baltimore at Cleveland,In)
BATTING (115 at bats): Oliver, MonNew York at Milwaukee,In)
LE MANS, France
treat, .330, R.Jones, San Diego, .321;
Francona, Montreal, .321; lorg, Minnesota at Chicago,In)
- Jacky Ickx, a 36(AP)
California,
n
Texas
at
St.Louis, .320; J. Thompson, PittKansas City at Oakland In)
year-old Belgian, and
sburgh-319.
RUNS: Dawson, Montreal.$2; L.Smith, Toronto at Seattle, n)
Derek Bell, a 40-year-old
&louts, 52; Murphy, Atlanta, 52; It.'
to a 1Jones, San Diego, 44; Dernier,
BATTING 1115 at bets). Hamh, Briton, led Porsche
Philadelphia, 40; J.Thompson, Pitt- Cleveland, .385; BonneU, Toronto, .352; 2-3 sweep in the 50th Le
sburgh, 44; Horner, Atlanta, 40; Sox, McRae, Kansas City, .341; W.Wilson,
race.
Los Angeles,49.
Kansas City, .341; Hrbek, Minnesota, Mans 24 Hours road
RBI; Murphy. Atlanta, 54; Kingman, .336.
gave Ickx,
victory
The
New York,41; B.Disz, Philadelphia, 46;
RUNS: Il.Henderson. Outland, II;
Guerrero, Los Angeles,45; Oliver, Mon- Harrah, Cleveland, $3; Thornton, out of retirement for this
treal,44; J.Thompson, Pittsburgh, 44.
Cleveland. 47; Molitor, Milwaukee, 47; event, a record sixth sucHOME RUNS. Murphy. Atlanta. 28; Within,Kansas City,47.
gained
Kingman, New York, 17; J. Thompson,
RBI: McRae, Kansas City, 59; Thorn- cess, while Bell
Pittsburgh, It: Baker, Los Angeles,J2; ier', Cleveland, 57;. ListliWti, Chicago, his third.triumph in the
Guerrero, Los Angeles, 12; Clark, San II; Otis, Kansas City, 41; Hrbek,
race.
Francisco, It. •

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
.576
St. Louis
31 28
35 27
.565
1
Montreal
34 30
.531
3
New York
33 30
.524
341
Philadelphia
28 33
.459
74i
Pittsburgh
25 42
.373 134
Chicago
Western Division
39 25
.609 Atlanta
35 28
.553
3,4
San Diego
.522
54s
Los Angeles
35 32
.448 104
San Francisco 31 37
Houston
24 37
.431 114
27 38
.415 1210
Cincinnati
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 8, Pittsburgh 3
Montreal 5, Chicago 2
Los Angeles 2. Cincinnati 1
San Francisco 9, Atlanta 4
New York 8,St. Louis 5
San Diego 7, Houston 1
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 1
San Francisco 5, Atlanta 3
Los Angeles 4, Cincinnati 2
New York 5,St. Louis 4,10 innings
Montreal 11, Chicago 5
,
Houston IL San Diego 4
Monday's Games
Montreal iLea 5-2) at New York
(Zachry 4-2),(n
Chicago (Le.Smith 1-1 I at Pittsburgh
(Moskau 0-31, In
Los Angeles(Welch 74) at Cincinnati
(Soto 64).In I
San Francisco(Fowtkes 3-2) at Atlanta (P.Niekro 5-2), In)
San Diego (Curtis 54) at Houston
(Sutton 741,In)
Philadelphia Bystrom 14 at St.
Louis(LaPoint 3-I I,In)
Tuesday's Games
Montreal at New York,In)
Chicago at Pittsburgh, In)
San Diego at Cincinnati, In)
Las Angeles at Atlanta, In)
San Francisco at Houston, In)
Philadelphia at St. Louis,In)

'

Auto racing

MN =II IMO MN MIN

If you haven't been watching Cablevision
lately, you're in for a pleasant surprise. Because
Cablevision now offers you more exciting
programming and more variety to choose from
than ever before.
Instead of boring summer reruns, you can
watch blockbuster first-run movies, uncut and with
no commercials, 24 hours a day. Smash hits like
"Blow Out, "The Great Muppet Caper,"
"Continental Divide," plus others playing in
theatres rightcnow.
And that's not all. You'll enjoy sports you
won't see on the networks. Eye-opening news
programs and documentaries. Wholesome
children's shows. Star-studded specials from Las
Vegas and Hollywood. And more.
See for yourself what you've been missing on
Cablevision. Call or return the coupon today.

CALL
753-5005
Murray Cablevision
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

I

YES! I want to find out what I've been missing on

I

Cablevision. Call me with more information.
Name__
Address
Zip

State

City
Phone

ORDER TODAY AND

SAVE50%
ON CONNECTION FEE

office

home

Best time to call is
Offer good in cabled areas only.
Ono valid for total entertainment
Pada& only.
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THE ACES®

Friendly words brings Mother Teresa

BOBBY WOLFF

JENKINS, Ky.(AP)Father Ralph Beiting
•149174 3
•- -Some of us do little deep
said some kind words
•K J
•8 7 6 4 I
thinking until we get in the
from a stranger helped
•A3
•K 8 6 4
hole" - Arnold Glascow
•Q 2
46 A 9 8 3
bring Mother Teresa and
WEST
EAST
her mission to this
North South
•A K
I NT
141
southeast Kentucky coal
It's easy to get in the hole•8 7 6 4 3
•Q2
241
town.
•J 109 5 2
in the play of today's decep- •K 8 6 4
"We had pulled off at a
•7 6 5 4
tive game. To keep from •A 9 8 3
ANSWER:Four hearts. An
station while making
gas
SOUTH
faaling in, declarer must
invitational three hearts
•Q.16 5 2
of the area for a
tour
a
think of entries at trick one
may prove best, but why not
•A 109
the mission,"
site
for
instead of making the autoblast to a game which may
•Q 7
matic play
recalled Beiting. "A
have a fine play'
•K J 10
Declarer enjoys that good
young man - he was
--feeling with an opening
Vulnerable: North-South Send bridge questions to The Aces covered with coal dust
P0 Box 12243. Dallas, Texas 75225,
heart lead. He gets a free Dealer. South. The bidding:
with self-addressed. stamped envelope and looked to be a miner
finesse and things should be
for reply
- came up and started
South
West
North East

easy after that. However, if l•
Pass
4.
All
he plays an automatic low
Pass
card from dummy. let's
take a look at the hole he
Opening lead Heart eight
has dug for himself.
East's queen goes to one, dummy's heart jack is
declarer's ace and declarer uffilticked and East's queen
tries to knock out the club Is won by the ace. West
ace so that he can discard a ducks the first club as
diamond from dummy West before, but after he wins the
refuses the first round, wins second club and exits with a
the second and leads anoth- heart, declarer can win in
er heart, dummy winning. A his own hand to take a diatrump is led which East mond discard on his third
wins and the diamond jack club. Now it's safe to lead
comes sailing through. trumps and the defenders
Whatever South does now. get only two trumps and one
it's too late The defense club.
gets two trumps, a diamond
It's those hands that
and a club and the game appear to have few, probgoes one down.
lems that can Cause a lot of
Declarer makes the game pain.
If he creates a second heart
entry to his hand. At trick
Bid with The Aces
NORTH
6-21-A
South kids: 6-21-B

CROSSWORD P
ACROSS
1 Imitates
5 Gemstone
9 Cushion
12 Seasoning
13.Tropical fruit
14 Collection of
facts
15 Fold
17 Ripe old age
19 Concedes
21 Baker's
products
22 Level
24 Conjunction
25 Fabulous
bird
26 King Arthur's
lance
27 Fashions
29 Scale note
31 Have a meal
32 Pronoun
33 Near
34 Seed
container
35 Printer's
measure
36 Staid
38 Haul with
effort
39 Muffin
40 Compass pt
41 Evaluate
42 Armadillo
44 Wanders
46 Under
48 Roadside
hotel
51 Fall behind
52 Bard
54 Weary
55 Worm
56 Domesticate
57 Scram,
DOWN
1 Snake
2 Crony

3 Tasteful
4 Begin
5 GI green
6 Bakers
product
7 The sweetsop
8 Bulgarian
coin
9 Sudden fright
10 Poker stake
11 Time periods
16 Bye
18 Epic poetry
20 Famed
22 Liberate
23 Bank
business
25 Nerve
network
27 Son of Noah
28 Tardier
29 Utter defeat
30 Brim
34 Phable
36 Withe ed

1

2

3

4

ER

R
0

P

E
A
NII E
A
A

A
A

A
E
S

A

L.

A

V

E
,A

A
A
E
E
0-s

T

37 National
hymn
39 Groups of
persons
41 Hindu
peasants
42 Competent
43 Carrots'
ill di

A

companions
44 Portico
45 Early hrs.
47 Suitable
49 Time period
50 Permit
53 Tellurium
symbol

14

111•himil

111
21

2•

SOMERSET, Ky.(AP)
- The music from his
102-year-old barrel organ
still attracts crowds, but
George Feich and his
Capuchin monkey are a
dying breed.
Feich, 67, who passed
through Pulaski County
last week, claims to be
one of the last original
Italian organ grinders
left in the United States.
"When I go or retire,
that's it," said the
mustached and goateed
Feich. "I'm the last
chance kids in this country will ever get to see an
original organ grinder."
Born in Schlitz, Germany, Feich moved to

WASHINGTON (AP)Labor Secretary Raymond J. Donovan is expected to respond today
to a report that Frank
Silbey, the chief investigator in a Senate
committee probe of
Donovan's background,
has a criminal record.
Meanwhile, Silbey says
he hopes the report on his
own background won't
prevent the investigation
of Donovan from continuiPg.
' NBC reported Sunday
that private detectives
hired by the construction
fi m
Donovan helped
01 erate before becoming
la bor secretary found
at Silbey was indicted
HI Buffalo, N.Y., in 1961
fa r attempting to extort
oney from a woman.
The network said
lbey pleaded guilty to
aking an obscene phone
11 and within a year
eaded guilty to two
ore obscenity charges.
Silbe-y, chief instigator for the Senate
bor Committee, taio
that every employer he

am ma,

12

lid

A T

24

11

a
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T
R I6AT.„ SALLY
COMES HOME TODAY
FROM BEANBAG, CAMP

Ic

I'LL BE INTERESTED
TO SEE IF SHE'S
CHAN6EP...

"Sister Priscilla (head
of Mother Teresa's missions in America) liked
that. She liked the
friendliness of the people.
It wasn't the poorest
place. That wasn't what
the decision was about. It
was just that they thought
they'd found a friendly
kind of people."

Organ grinder still playing
Italy when he was 7 years
old, where he was taught
his trade by an uncle
named Joe.
He spent about 40 years
in the sawdust rings of
circuses before taking to
the open road.
Feich and his wife,
Shin -lee, call a 15-acre
farm near Sylva, N.C.,
home, but so far this year
they've spent only three
days there.
The Feiches have four
grown children, nine
monkeys,four dogs and a
cat. One of the monkeys
is Feich's constant companion when he performs.

Donovan probe branches out
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

talking. He asked if he
could help and started
talking about points of interest. He was proud of
his town.

has had has known his
history. "I've never hidden it," he said.
"If you discredit the investigator, perhaps you
can derail the investigation," Silbey said. "No
matter what happens
with me, I sincerely hope
the investigation will continue to its final conclusion."
Schiavone Construction
Co. of Secaucus, N.J.,
hired detectives to check
on the labor committee,
which is headed by Sen.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
after the committee
began studying allegations that Donovan had
ties to organized crime
while vice president of
Schiavone.
NBC said Hatch would
have no comment Sunday. The senator could
not be reached by
telephone by The
Associated Press.
Donovan, who returned
to the United States from
Europe over the
weekend, will issue a
statement today, said
a de Vernon Louviere.

ALL THEY DO THERE
15 LIE IN THEIR
BEANBAGS, WATCH TV
AND EAT JUNK FOOD...

-

The primate is a 32year-old Capuchin, a
monkey with a long tail
and wrinkled forehead.
"Nobody is asked to
give money to the
monkey," said Feich."Of
course, if people don't
give, we don't eat.'..!,
The organ grinder's
monkey is trained to
wear clothing and put the
money in its pockets.
There are no rules, except a sign that says,"No
pennies, please."
Bqt Feich says he's not
a beggar, nor a carney
type.
"We're artists...like a
symphony. I'm an entertainer. I like to see people
have a good time for a
nickel, dime or a quarter.
"You don't have any
really great entertainers
anymore...it's sad," he
said. "All people are interested in today is making payments on the
house, car."
Those obligations don't
seem to preoccupy Feich,
who says he and his wife
don't have any real savings.
"Our only goal is to get
enough money during our
stay here to buy our food,
medicine, gasoline until
we get to our next stop."

Since April, the Sisters his sermon and prayed
of Charity have become a "that the Lord would help
familiar sight in Jenkins us as a community to
as they go around town in understand...how importheir white saris. They tant this day is to us."
By Sunday afternoon,
have gone into areas that
local priests admit they curiosity had gotten the
best of many residents
would rather not go.
"I'm amazed the way who had read and heard
they've been accepted," about the 1979 Nobel
said the Rev. Ed Randall, Peace Prize winner from
pastor of St. George Calcutta,India.
About 400 people gave
Parish in Jenkins.
"They'll go into the Mother Teresa a standing
hollers, where I would not ovation after the finished
like to be, and not only talking to them at an
will they be welcomed, open-air public prayer
but they'll be invited service.
People brought lawn
back. It's kind of
chairs and also sat on a
unbelievable."
Jenkins residents hillside behind the church
report that the four while Mother Teresa
sisters- only one is from repeated the same
America - have gone message she had given in
door to door asking if talks to area religious
there is anything they can leaders, to the congregation of St. George, and
doo in the community.
They wander around a finally to the general
town that is predominant- public.
"Do small things with
ly Baptist, and where
Catholics are a dwindling great love," she said on
minority. Only about 45 Saturday while inviting
people attend St. George all to join her sisters in
Church, and there are on- prayer.
By Sunday afternoon,
ly about 100 people in the
parish, which extends in- she concluded that she
to the mountains surroun- was satisfied that she and
her sisters had achieved
ding the town.
The opening of Mother some success toward that
Teresa's first rural mis- goal.
"Many of these people
sion in America and this
weekend's visit by the are not Catholic, but they
order's founder has have a wonderful
brought new attention on understanding of love,"
the Catholic Church in Mother Teresa said at a
press conference followthis town of 3,271.
"The visit is causing ing her last public apmore commotion because pearance Sunday.
"They could have stood
she's Catholic then
because she's a Nobel baci..,and looked on, but
Prize winner," said they cii'lie forward."
Moth r Teresa is
librarian Mary Greer.
to appear in
"They think more in schedul
terms of her being Charleston, S.C., today,
Catholic. We haven't had before returning to Kenmany Catholics around tucky on Tuesday for a
visit in Louisville.
here for years."
Randall admitted he
On Sunday morning,
the Rev. Tony Carson, was surprised when the
pastor of the First Baptist site for the mission was
Church of Jenkins, noted announced, and Jenkins
Mother Teresa's visit in Mayor Sam Wyatt. who
C11-1
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

WHAT'

HAPPENED?

I WAS
MUGGED
BY A
DOG

YES ---HE STOLE MY
SANDWICH

The Mayor and City Council of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, will accept bids to purchase a trencher, and to purchase or lease a Rubber-Tired Industrial Tractor looder/Backhoe for use of the
Merray Municipal Utilities Construction Division.
Bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's Office, 5th & Poplar Streets, Murray, lIentecky, by
4:00 p.m., C.D.S.T., July 1, 1982. The Council
reserves the right to accept the lowest or best
bid, or to reject any or all bids submitted.
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, 5th & Poplar Sts., Murray, kentecky.

112 Caret Waterfall
Rubies
and
Diamonds
Reg. $407.00
Sale $197.00

Invitation To Bid
Insurance For The School
Transportation Vehicles

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Daily • 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. Sunday
753-7113

Am,
.21

HERE, GIMME THAT FORK
AtsIP I'LL SHOW YOU
POW STUPID YOU LOOK!

HERO
)

C 1912 Uniml Foolare Arwlicae• 14c

The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for Insurance for
the School Transportation Vehicles until
1:30 p.m., Thursday, July 8, 1982.
Specifications will be on file in the
Callowey County Board of Education Office building, 2110 College Form Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

Have 5 minutes? Coll
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children: tape 7594445.
Young married couple
would like 3 bedroom
home in country. Call
753-7300.

2. Notice
A picture is worth
Ila thousand words: ag
your ai
gPreserve
•family s heritage
•
by haying those old
photographs'.
copied in our.
'Studio
CARTER STUDIO
300 Mom

733 8798

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
500 N. 4th St.
array,lentocky
Phone 753-3251
1-5 Mon..
Sat.

Helium ballons on a
string for sale. 9 and
llin. sizes. Assorted
colors. For birthdays
and all occassions. 7530817.

Fends for the upkeep
of the Old Selene
Cemetery have been
exhausted. Anyone interested in keeping it
mowed should seed
contributions to Jock
Dedd, it. 8, Murray,
By or see at Fitts
Block end Reedy Mix
Co.

The Apple Tree School
. .,provides quality child
care with an
educitional program
for ages 2 thrOugh 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753-9356.

"a

2. Notice

Aloe
Products
1/3 Off
GENE &
JO'S

INVITATION
TO BID

-

5LUGGO-

2. Notice

was on hand to greet
Mother Teresa' when she
arrived at the mission,
said the sisters' arrival
couldn't have come at a
better time.
"With the coal industry
in a slump here and with
200 people laid off in the
area, it's nice to hate someone like the sisters
around," Wyatt said.
By the end of the visit,
there was little but hope
and positive comments
evolving from Mother
Teresa's visit, which included a Sunday stop to
homes in the Rocky
Hollow near the sisters'
convent.
For the members of St.
George Parish, the visit
was a boost that they
would not be forgotten or
lose the services of a fulltime parish priest.
"With her coming, we
have security," said
JoAnn Damron. "She's
brought back our church
to us."
Some of those who
came journeyed from as
far away as Connecticut
and Georgia. Sister Marty Conrad came from
Somerset, Ky., for a
chance to see Mother"'
Teresa.
"It's worthwhile to
come all this way and see
someone who so exemplifies love," she said.
"You just hope some of it
will rub off."
But perhaps the visit
was most thrilling for the
four sisters who came
here in April.
"Having Mother with
us is like having Jesus
with us," said Sister
Anawim of Pittsburgh.
"We looked forward to
her coming like we look
forward to the coming of
Jesus.
"And we don't look forward to her going, as we
would never look forward
to the going of Jesus."

K
S-PE&
112 Caret
Reg.$1500

Introductory Offer
For This
Week Only

6. Help Wanted
$100 Per Week Part
Time at Home. Webster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience unnecessary.
Call 1716-8126000. Ext.
5112.
Earn secondary income
as part time Marketing
Consultant. Send resume to Box 176, Marion, Ky. 42064.
Experienced mechanic
needed for transmission
re building and engine
over-haul. Apply in
person at Century Auto
Sales 209 S. 7th St.
Murray, Ky.
Need ride to Florida.
Share expenses. Call
after 5p.m. 901.247-5670.
Wanted 2 people prefer
women over 40. Must
have late model car
able to work morning
hours and evening
hours. $150. per week
salary to start. (Not
commission). Gas
allowance and bonus
arrangement. Must be
able to meet the public.
Call 753-2654 between
9a.m. and 5p.m.
Want someone to clean
house once a week. Send
name and reference to
PO Box 30 Murray, Ky.

$750
That's It
Gold &
Silver

9. Situation Wanted

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.

13. For Sale or Trade

Now

Olympic
Plaza
7531113
Open 9 a.m.to
9 p.m. Doily
Sunday 1 p.m.
so6 p.m.

Young men "19" honest, hard working, looking for full or part time
work. Call James at
753-9786.

For. sale or trade long
wheel base topper.
Phone 753-0790.

14. Want to Buy
Want fo buy canning
jars, pint size. Call
436-2289 after 5p.m.
Want to buy a hide-abed couch In a solid
color in good condition.
753-8857

4
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2/. Mobile Home Sales
14. Want to Buy
Want to buy cream or
beige colored sectional
couch. Phone 753-2503
after 6p.m.

IS. Articles for Sale
Antique Columbia
graphanola with records. Good condition.
Call 753-9235.

FOR SALE
Mobilo Homes,
nem will flame op
to 7 yours with small
dews permit et 16
to 17 % interest
rate.

Rived. Courts
Hwy. 641 North

16. Home Furnishings
Microwave oven with
browning element and
timer, good condition
$150., Kenmore Cool
Light 4000 BTU $75. or
best offer, G.E. air
conditioner ther•
mostatic control 5000
BTU $120., Franklin
wood stove goOd condition $275. or best offer,
gun rack $10., fan $10.
Stop at Claxton Grocery
on 411 for directions.

18. Sewing Machines
Special this month only
brand new Singer Zig
Zag Sewing Machine.
Full cash price $99.95.
Many more good used
Singer Sewing
machines at special
prices. Come by
Lakewood Sewing new
location behind the
Dinner Bell on U.S. 68 1
mile east of the
Ilohnathan Creek
bridge, or call 354-6521.
Used Singer Sewing
Machine, Zig Zag and
all regular attachments. Fully
guaranteed, full cash
price. $49.50 will trade
for your old machine.
Payments may be arranged. Call Martha
Hooper 354-6521.

19. Farm Equipment
Hi-boys- John Deere,
IN, John Blue, Hahn
firm $2000. Super C IH
with cultivators $1700.
502-845-4002.

22. Musical
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

PIANO FOR
SALE
Take over payments
on Spinet Piano. Coo
be soon locally. Write
N. Moyer, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, II.
62231
Used upright piano for
sale. 753-3530.

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phu.753-3914
"h.

24. Miscellaneous
Ift. x 8ft. Flashing
arrow sign. Must sell.
Sacrifice. 502-529-2721.
Electric central air
conditioner and heater.
Tappen 3 ton 7 years
old. $350. Call 753-1818.
Fiberglas topper for
small long bed Datsun
Luv or Courier pickup.
Call 489-2595.
Sears 23,000 BTU Cold
Spot air conditioner.
Good condition $250. or
best offer. 1 Singer
electric sewing
machine with seat.
Good condition $85. or
best offer. Set of snack
tables. Good condition
$15. or best offer. 7591894.
TRS-80 Micro computer
system for sale.
759-1049.
Tent, 9x15, sleeps 5
adults. Has screen
porch. Excellent condition. Call 753-9339.

21. Mobile Home Sales
12x50 Mobile home on
waterfront lot, furnished. $16,000.
Pinebluff Shores. 4365672.

Offico Haws 8-5
Mashy thr. Friday
/53.3280
/
12x52 mobile home good
condition. Many extras.
753-1905 after 5:30p.m.
For sale or rent 1974
Village mobile home
12x60. 3 bedroom, all
electric. 753-5167 or
753-7649.
Want privacy? 3 bedrooms, large lot, near
Aurora. Only $12,950.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses for Rent

Furnished apartment 1
bedroom with study
$150. per month. Water
furnished. No pets. Call
753-1203.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent•subsidized apartments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Nice apartment for rent
close to MSU. No pets.
$125. per month, deposit
required. 753-6561.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436-284/.
One bedroom furnished
efficiency apartment.
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. 7519741.
One bedroom furnished
apartment and also 2
bedroom apartments
for rent. Call 753-3530.

Want privacy? 1 rooms
and bath. 10 miles out.
$165. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.

38. Pets-Supplies

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 7 1 3 Masa oils tree
$165.11 per me. lealicappli mit I.ai ceestrectal
coital lieel al air,
culotte, effuse apeffaces. Office liars
Fri. 101-12:N INN.
Neritiessi It.
Nam,Ky.
512-751-4114
Equal Insist Ipperamily

Murray Head Start is accepting
applications for the 1982-83 school
year for the following positions:
Teacher, Home Visitor and Aide.

Applications are available at the
Murray Board of Education Office,
9th and Poplar. Applications will
be accepted until 4:00 p.m. on June
30,1982. Murray Head Start is an Equal
Opportuntiy Employer.

Office Cleft to Cuss
Boyers from Everywhere
leleble Service Sines 1963
1912 Ceirlweter lend
ilerrey, II•emichy 42171
(582)7534116
Anytime
101 1. KENNON
Meier
Liceesed Seeded

41. Public Sale

Yard
Sale

44. Lots for Sale
16 Acres of land for sale.
Call 474-8036.
Beautiful terrain still
native, still natural all
trees and flowers. Will
sell a few more lake lots
on Blood River Bay.
Low down payment, low
interest. 5-10 years to
pay. Call 436-2427.

Wed. & Thurs.
Joao 23 & 24
Tau 7 AN to 1 PM
1519 Henry St.

45. Farms for Sale
FOR RENT
Beautifyl furnished
oportmout for 4 collage girls or boys also
1 sod 2 bedroom
oporimoats. Sommer
wad fd near University. Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108 after
S:30 pm.

Country Quiet-City
Close-Enjoy private
country living on a two
acre tree shaded lot
with pond. Cozy country
home featuring 3 bedroom, family room, and
rec room. Priced in the
30's and located near
Fisher Price. Owner
financing avaltable to
qualified buyer. Phone
us now-753-1492.
Home in the upper $30's
with all the extras. Four
bedrooms, two baths,
central gas heat, central electric air, large
deck, new roof and new
carpet. Located on quiet
street. KOPPE R U D
REALTY -753-1222.

Peru.& MormonInsurance &
Real Estate
Sootkside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Newly weds take a look
at this one bedroom
home on nice lot. Home
is in good condition.
Priced at only $16,000.
KOPPERUD REALTY
- 753-1222.

Opporttunity
knocking. Trading
post on Cypress
Springs has great
possibilities:
1. grocery
2. bait & tackle
3. boat & camper
storage
Only 1 mile from 2
busy boat docks.
Call us today 7534000 or 489-2266.

Realtors

HOME IN MURRAY
Owners family has expanded. Will sell or
trade this 2 bedroom
home for a 3 bedroom
home, in city or close to
town. Well maintained
home on large lot with
possible owner financing. Call Spann Realty
Assoc. 753-7724.

N.Homesfor Sale

49. Used Cars

House for sale by
Cypress Springs on 2 big
lots. Out buildings,
garden space, plus hand
dug well, plus extras.
$16,000. Call 436-2253.

1976 Ford Elite. Power
brakes -Steering, air
condition, stereo radio
with tape. $2100. 753
8184.

1977 Chevrolet Vega
Wagon. Automatic, air,
power steering, $1150
1975 250 XL Honda very 489 2595.
good condition. Call
436-5830 after 5p.m.
1977 Ford LTD Station
1976 Honda 550 4 cylin- Wagon. 3300 actual
der, new header and miles. Sell or trade.
handle bars. 1976 Honda Coleman Real Estate
M.T. 125 on and off road 753.9898.
very low mileage. 7531979 Oldsmobile Cutlass
8584, 753-4763.
Supreme. V 6 engine,
1979 Yamaha GT 80. 2-tone, Calais
package
Excellent condition. 55095. 753-8512.
1974 Formula Firebird.
753-6432.
SO. Used Trucks
1980 XT 250 Yamaha
on-off road. Call after 1979 Ford pickup 4
wheel drive. Power
7p.m. 759-4544.
brakes-power steering,
1982 Honda 185-S 3- air condition, 1 owner
wheeler. $750. Call 753- local truck
31,000
6526 after 4p.m.
miles. 135-4383 after
Extra sharp 750 Honda 8p.m. evenings.
Super Sport. Lots of 40ft. Single axle van
extras. Will sell to best Doors open in back and
offer. Call. 753-5909 or side. Would be good
753-5787.
storage for farmer or
Yamaha 125 Street. 6700 businessman. Cheap.
miles, nice, $375. Call 753-9400.
753-1818.

Yes! You can still
buy a four
bedroom, two bath
home with central
gas heat and air in
the $40's. There is
also a large fenced
in backyard,and is
located on a quiet
street. Call KOPPERUD REALTY
-753-1222.
TIE DOWN YOUR
BOAT right behind your
lake home and have all
the luxuries of this 3
bedroom 2 bath well
built home. To many
extras to list. For
details call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

225 L.P. Mar St.(.;.a.from

cameo

Specialkinglis Senior °then
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shempoo,Shave end Hew $2.75
Opoa Noun
Moe., Taos., Wed., Thera., Fri., Sot.
740-2:38• 753-360.5

'
•,

*".

Ky. Lake Home- 2800sq.
t. beauty. 3 years new,
bedroom, 3 bath, big
room, 2 fireplaces
Luxury thru-out,
prestige area on 1 acre.
25 miles from Murray.
Sacrifice for $68,000
good terms. Call 901-642
7212.
Three bedroom house
has attached furnished
apartment. Carpeted,
central gas heat, air
conditioned, TVA insulation, large lot,
storage building. Call
753-3949.
Three bedroormr 1 V2
bath home with
fireplace, gas heat, and
low utilities.
percent
assumable loan to
qualified buyer.:
..T.rx
PERUD REAL
753-1222.
Two bedroom house and
lot in Stella. Call 4928826.
Two -or' Ni bedroom
home, in beautiful
Panorama Shores on
Blood River. Below
market at $45,000. Existing at 8.5 percent.
Loan can be assumed.
Cali 1-247-0023 after
6p.m.

•••

-•

53. Services Offered
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 1310 for free
estimate.

48. Auto Services

52. Boats-Motors

AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances ser
viced. Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
brands. 759 1322.

Alumina Service Co.
AMMOasI neyl
custom Um work.
Iletertoces. Call Will El
12 ley • 153416111.
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
1354348 or 762-4792.
Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
lob to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-506.
Custom cabinets at
discount prices and
total carpentry service.
Call 753-9608.

lift. Aluminum 20hp
Johnson trailer. $800.
KEY
excellent condition. Call
753-1858.
AUTO PARTS
lift. Crosby Sled fishing
boat. 35 Evinrude motor, trailer, trolling
Hwy 121 South
me4-o-r, batter y, 9-as
Murray, Ky.
tanks, 2 swivel seats, 2
paddles, anchor. Call
J.C. & C.
Now and used auto 753-0107. Ask ing $1600.
lift. Fishing boat and
parts batteries tires 20hp
Sheeting
Evinrude electric
wheel covers Auto start motor. Brent
Do you have a tobacco
Hatcher 753-9517.
Accessories.
or
dairy barn in Need
lift. Fishing boat 35hp
153-5500
of repair? Now would
electric start Johnson
motor, trailer, many
be the time to give us
extras. 753-9235.
a coll.
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune-up, break jobs, lift. Runabout Lone
Star boat. 45hp Chrysler
rebuilt motors. 435-4272.
We put on or repair
engine on good trailer
galvanized
and
with new tires. $700.
aluminum roofs and
Call 436-2389.
Used
lift. Simi-V with 35 siding.
Alternators
Evinrude. Super crop Call 759-1600
pie rig. See to appreci
and Starters
ate. Call 753-5909 or
(Office) or
753-5787.
$15
18H.P. Mercury motor 7 5 3 - 0 3 2 9
With Exchange. Fit $110., also 3 V2hp motor
(Home)
,Most American Cars.
like new $100.
Call
436-2822.
FREE ESTIMATES On
KEY AUTO
All Electrical, PlumbServices
Offered
53.
ing, Painting, and Well
PARTS
CARPET CLEANING, Pump Needs. Licensed.
Hwy. 121 South
Free Estimates. Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
Satisfied references, Fence sales at Sears
753-5500
Vibra Steam or Quick- now. Call Sears 43-2310
Dry Cleaning. for free estimate for
49. Used Cars
(Upholstery Cleaning). your needs.
1968 Cadillac. Call 753- Lee's Carpet Cleaning AAAA painting interior753-5827.
9400.
exterior, also paper
Classic 1969 Mustang Campbell's Tree Ser- hanging very reasonavice. Topping, trim- ble. 15 years exa
c
M
hl
Aqua-black interior, 302 ming, removing. Full perience. Free es4-speed. $3500. Serious insurance. Call 1-527- timates. Call Frank
753-8810.
inquires only. 753-6947 0918.
or 753-8512.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex1971 Datsun pickup real
perience. Carpentry,
good shape. Call 474ROOF
concrete, plumbing,
2325.
roofing, sliding. NO
PROBLEMS?
1972 Cadillac very nice.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
After 5p.m. and weekNeed a second opi- estimates. Days 474ends call 753-0399.
nion .? Local 2359, nights 474-2276.
1973 4 door Lincoln
references. Call Hugh
sedan. New tires, A-1
Outland. 759-1718 o
condition throughout.
FLOOR SANDING
753-7846.
753-8076.
AND FINISHING
1973 Toyota Celica. Air
20 years experience.
conditioned, runs good,
economical. $750. 1962 Appliance repair work
Stained floors our
Chevy truck. $200. 753- all brands. Specialize in
speciality.
4857.
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
BODEAU
35/-6956.
Earl
Lovett.
1974 Datsun 610 Wagon.
FLOOR CO.
Air conditioned, auto- Asphalt driveways and
matic, AM -FM, low parking lots sealed by
354-6127
mileage. $1400. Call Sears. For free es759-1428.
timates call 753-2310.

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 8536.
PAINTING
interior
and exterior. 15 years
experience. Good re
ferences. 753-0076.
Painting Paperhanging•
Commercial
Residential Interior E xterior Farm
Buildings. 25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759 1987.

'
,

,

,
IWill clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317

a
Quality painting and
paper hanging. 10 years
experience. Also re
pairs and fix -ups. Call
Bud Jenney 247-0.337.
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
(spring special) corn
plete cleaning on air
conditioners. 436-5536.
Repair on all small
engines. Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale off 12th. St.
753-4590.

WIN Wril WW soybeans $12.00 all
435-4131.

We will sell you a used
air conditioner or repair
yours. We also buy used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9104.
Will do any type plumb
ing installation or re
pairs. Call anytime day
or night. Experienced.
All work guaranteed
436-5855.
Will do custom combining. 435-4593
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
753-3534.
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws
753 4656

55. Feed and Seed
Wheat straw for sale
753-8156 or 753-6401.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Small house and PA
acres includes shod.
Asking $12,000. Call
753-7364 after 5:30
p.m. Country setting,
city address.

FOR Mill&

53. Services Offered

41. Motorcycles

For Sale

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

•• 1.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
4 bedroom, 2 baths,
wooded lot. City school,
2100sq. ft. living area. 2
car garage. Excellent
condition and
neighborhood. 753-9732.
Four bedroom older
house on large lot,
storage building. Close
to town. Call 753-8563.
Half a city away...and a
whole world apart for
leisurely life. Fruit
trees...garden
w orkshop for
dad...Large porch for
children to play or you
can swing and let the
world go by. Dial 7531492 this $25,500 home
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

YARD SALE

••••

46. Homesfor Sale

Rma
INC

boot. Compiog gear,
records,
topes,
hooks, dog kennel,
floor pillows,
clothes, toys, eddies
machine,
foots
Wadley kit, layboy,
16% -34 shirts. 2212
Ediabormegli
off
homy Robert:ow.

Sat. Joao 18 &
Fri. Joao 25
Lorries
town
everything most gel
Sport* goods, tools,
clothing, camping supplies, misc, for fool4. Take 121 South 2
miles oat of town to
°verbs, Rd., 3rd
holm so right.

3.5 Acres located south
of Murray on U. S. ,641
suitable as a small
farm, residence or
commercial.
5 acre mini-farms
located near lake on Ky
1918 (Kirby Jennings
Trail) north of Hamlin.
N icely wooded
homesites. Also building sites suitable for
solar homes. Blacktop
road. Owner financing
at 10 /
1
2 percent.
28 acres with ap,proximately 25 acres of
cropland. Located on
Ky 893 (Brown's Grove
Road) near Coldwater.
Nice wooded building
site. Reasonably priced.
20 acres with nice home,
stock barn, practically
new large tobacco barn,
tobacco base, good
cropland. Road frontage on Ky 121 and also
K
y 8
9
3
108 acres with house
near lake north of
Hamlin. Property is
mostly wooded.
225 acres mostly
wooded. Also includes a
gravel pit. Part located
on Kirby Jennings
Trail-Ky 1918 and part
located on Ky 444. Near
H amlin.
225 acres. Approximately 100 acres
tendable. Partially
fenced. Creek. Some
timber. Now in crops.
Owner financing.
John C. Neubauer Real
E state 753 0 1 0 1 ,
753-7531.
Two adjoining farms- 40
acres on one, 37 acres
on the other. Complete
blacktop road frbntage,
tobacco bases. Located
on Shoemaker Road
between Providence
and New Concord.
Priced under $650. per
acre. 436-2590.

43. Real Estate

One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus. Water furnished. Call 753-1203.
One bedroom u n furnished duplex apartment 1 block from
MSU. Call 753-2234.
One bedroom furnished
apartment newly decorated. Carpeted, air
conditioned, garbage
disposal, water furnished. Call 753-3949.
One or 2 bedroom
apartment unfurnished.
Lakefront in Panorama
Shores. 436-2484 or 7537272.
One or 3 bedroom
apartment adjoining
MSU. Call 753-3134.
Small apartment on
Blood River Lake. $50.
month. Call 434-2427.
Three bedroom apartment for rent. 753-8301.
Two apartments on
Poplar near city hall.
$130. and $150. 759-1987.
Two bedroom furnished
30. Business Rentals
and 2 bedroom unFour car clean-tip shop. furnished apartments
753-8606.
near downtown. 2 bedroom house on N. 6th.
Lease and deposit reMiM
quired. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Worehowso
Two bedroom spacious
Stange Spice
furnished apartment.
For hit
$130. and $175. monthly.
753-4750
Near hospital. 753-8731.
Very attractive all
electric efficiency
32. Apts. For Rent
apartment $120. per
12
Country living with the month S100. deposit. 2 /
convience of town at blocks from MSU. Call
Hamlet North Apts. 2 753-9829.
bedroom town houses,
appliances furnished. 34. Housesfor Rent
Call 753-7550 or 753-7559.
One bedroom house
Duplex apartments partially furnished.
furnished, 3 rooms and Water furnished in
bath. $100. and $125. Lakeway Shores. 753Coleman Real Estate 6123.
753-9898.
Two bedroom brick
Duplex large 2 bed- house for rent in New
room, utility, central Providence. Marrieds
gas heat. 753-4478 or only. Reference and
deposit. 492-8594.
759.4937Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1 41. Public Sale
/
1 2 block from
University. Open now. Call
MOVING
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartments,
MON.-TUES.
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedChairs, satire typroom. Also sleeping
hoon!, tools, dishes,
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
trolor hitches, fishing

New lusieg

•

Smoot
.
Realty

Three month old Walker
coon hounds UKC Registered. Good
bloodlines. Days 7530405, after 5p.m. 4362132.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x50 Mobile home and
12x65 mobile home.
Furnished, air conditioned, nice. Deposit
required. No pets.
Phone 753-3895 after
5p.m. weekdays.
12x65 Trailer for rent. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, all
electric, central heat
and air. Call Brandon
Dill 753-1551 or 753-9104.
All electric fully furnished mobile home 1.5
miles east of Murray.
$120. month, $100. deposit. Clothes dryer
furnished. Call 753-9829.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Three bedroom 1 1/2
bath, stove and refrigerator furnished.
Would sell. Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet,
air condition. Rent
585.-$150. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
Two bedroom for rent.
Brandi's Trailer Park.
Call 753-8411.
Two or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
$85.1150. -per month.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

43. Real Estate

gr,

Taxi Cab Service
911

Murray
Police Dept.
CHIMNEY
753-1621
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Emergencies
Clean it now.
911
Later you may
Calloway
have to wait. 4354348 or 762County
4792.
Sheriff
\ 753-3151
RANDY
MINTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/7534352

Poison
Control

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Quality Service
Company

Aleminem and Vinyl
Siding, Comma trim
work. References.
CO Will Ed Briley,
753-0639.

Heating and Air Con ,
ditionino Soles; Soles
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal it Service
Departments

/
1
4 753-9290

Onuer
CHUM KITChEN
CARNETS & CUSTOM
WOMPWIMMUMS

•anrei may nommies
The terrier deafer fer sets
wed service it Mornay end
Callaway Comity 1132
Cliesteet

*CUSTOM MT MUNN

753-7588

753-8181

.11711071.7.1,

tAmon

753-5940
1212 MAIN

1

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 Smith
Murray, Ky.
Now and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500

•
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OBITUARIES

Mrs. Burkett Clay Marine Mrs. Smith
dies; mother
dies; funeral dies Sunday
er man
Dext
to be Tuesday Clay Marine, 82, Rt. 1, ofMrs.
Nannie Smith,

•

amo

1111°„,,
A.,„ ,,viefsLeapin' Lizards!Annie hits
oneater the screen with laughs, love
by
kerit f

before, but they didn't
Even "Easy Street" floor. Tap tap tap tippity original black-and-white seem
Harold Gray, the artist
to make much difwho for 45 years drew the sounds fresh. Sung by the tap. Ah Aileen Quinn, version of the movie ference in the sound. But
comic strip Little Orphan movie's three villains, stay where you are. Don't Camille. After no more the music of Annie, whose
Annie, is no doubt Carol Burnett, Ber- grow up to be a matronly than a minute into. that sound track was designed
Kirksey, died Sunday at wife of Herman Smith, gnashing his teeth these nadette Peters and Tim U.S. Chief of Protocol.
1936 love story, hundreds
ally for Dolby, is
Mrs. Dons Burkett, 54, 4:50 p.m. at Long Term Robin Hill Drive, New
It?
of
little heads at the Cheri specific
Why-Did-They-DoComic
dance,
Great
they
as
Curry,
and alive by
crisp
made
wife of Grover Burkett, Care Unit of Murray- Richmond, Ohio, died days in that
tors' Heaven slink, and crawl around Department: Daddy began to bob and hunsystem.
the
1706 Holiday Dr., Mur- Calloway County Saturday at 7 p.m. at her Strip Illustra
in the Sky. Gray was an like pigs (as befits their Warbucks rents out dreds of little bottoms
Now our family is cursray, died Sunday at 3:30 Hospital.
home.
ultra-conservative anti- swinish ethics) "Easy Radio City Music Hall so . began to fidget and hun- ed. All of us go around the
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Survivors include her New Dealer. The movie Street" expresses their that Annie can see her dreds of moms and dads
A retired farmer, he
house unconsciously
County Hospital.
was a member of Union husband; three sons, Annie has the gall to sanguine hopes for bilk- first stage show and began to tense up.
humming "Easy Street"
She was a member of Grove Church of Christ. Harold Smith and wife,
sound
Dolby
new
sit
The
we
creative off- ing Daddy Warbucks out movie. So there
"Tomorrow."
and
First United Methodist Born .1ft,a, 22, 1900, in Goldie, Dexter, Ky., Jim- enlist Gray's
watching, first, an system at the Cheri really
spunky little of some of his money.
PG due to a couRated
Church. She had worked Calloway -County, she my Smith, Phoenix, spring, the
noticed
on the
Thank goodness for uninspired Rockettes worked well. I've
level swear
low
of
ple
closely with her husband, was the daughter of the Ariz., and Danny Smith, red-suited orphan, New
s
Carol Burnett, who plays number and then a full those ten huge speakers word3.
Grover, Area Woodmen late Robert Marine and New Richmond; four side of F.D.R.'
wall
Probably even the heartless, bony (you five minutes of the hanging on the
of the World manager, in Ella Tucker Marine.
daughters, Mrs. Loraine Deal.
the movie could play the marimba
galling,
more
of
es
the many activiti
He is survived by his Hazel, Showlow, Ariz., forces Daddy Warbucks, on her collar bones) Miss
WOW.
wife, Theo Fulton Miss Bessie Smith, Mrs.
the ad- Hannigan, the manager
Born Dec. 27, 1927. she Marine, to whom he was Diane Manning and Mrs. Gray's symbol of
rain- of the state orphan
analyze the information scores. The key factor is
was the daughter of Ten- married Jan. 14, 1922; Elaine Hauke, New Rich- vantages of unconst
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